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INTRODUCTION

Nothing is more certain than thakAmericans will livg

out the remaining years of the Twentieth century enmeshed'

in foreign entanglementl' Whether those entanglements fre-

quently so sullen and threatening -- can-be changed into

easier networks of communication and cooperation for trade,

peace-keeping, and global vialpility generally is surely a .

stunning priority before_the American nation in theyears

immediately ahead.
" !

With these global realities in mind, the International

Education Project of the American Council on Education and

the Bureau of Educational grid Cultural Affairs of the De-

partment of State, in the Fall of 1973, joined hands in or-
s

ganizing several committees and task ,forces to address, the

central issues of education in the United States for an

increasingly interdependeht world.

The-Idea of bringing key academics and federal officials'

together to focus on this cardinal issue stemmed from a

Philadelphia conference in 1971 and from a one-day conferenCe

held in Nay 1972 at the Smithsonian Instit tion in Washington..

The former had been sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education,

and led to the "Smithsonian Conference" w ich in turn was

sponsored by the Bureau of Educational'an Cultural Affairs

_of_theLDepartment of State. After the 1'72 meeting, a small
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follow,-up steering committee under the directidn of Professot
.

Richard LaMhert of the University' of Pennsylvania and7Pofessor

Robert waca of Stanford. University suggested a series of govern-
-

,..... ,
.

taskment/academis tam rrces to address various aspects of. the in-
._ ,

.
':,,

ternational education issue.. When the International Education

:Project of the_American'05,:uncil on gducation was established

in 1973, it was askedto.assume responsibility for .the logis-
.

tica support and oyerall dilection of the task-force endeavor.

With financial help from the Bureau,of:ENcational and Cultural
A 5

Affairs of,the Department of State, Ford Foundation, the
. -.-

:

Cbuncil on Library.ResoUrCes, the National Science Foundation,

and the Longview Foundation, give task forges det in .late 1973
,

and early 1974: (1) tiffuSion;'(2) Qyerseais Proftsaipnal Skills,
05

Reinforcement; (3).Transnational Coilaborative Researdh; (4)

Language Competencies; and (5) Library Resources. .A Government/

Academic Interface Committee was established as a general co

ordinating and policy council. Each task force prepared e're-
,

port, and John-BadgleY of the Institute for the Rockies, Missoula,

Montana, was commissioned to write a background essay.

Although these, six Papers served as the bpsis foi some

sections and recommendations of the report that follows, it is

important tonote that the present text goes well beyond the
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deliberations of the individual task forces. Many academic

associations; institutions, area-study councils,'and research.'

centers, and federal agendies have worked with Acg in devel-.

oping additional insights and recommendations. This report,

sities, for example, in the primary and secondary schools, mass

media, adult"education, in- service training, the.task forces

then, is the result of a fruitful colloquy among represenea-
,

ives of a wide variety of educational interests.and federal

agency interests.

.
Although some attention is given in this report to educe-

tion for global interdependency outside colleges and univer-
.

and the GoVernment/Academic Interface Committee contained only

a handful of specialists drawn fromithese settings. As a con-

sequence, our recommendations are heavily weighted toward the

ways #1'Which colleges and Universities might become more useful'

catalysts and partners. There is obviously a further agenda of

(

'Program reform that belongs in non-collegiate educative arenas

,anct"tbat is not elaborated in the report that follows.

SpeCial thanks go to Granville Austin, Peter.Lyaon, Joel

;1SWerdlow, and Sharron Edmonds for a 'wide variety of editorial

and logistical services. Original or remedial drafts of Chapters

-, 1, 2; -and 3 iaere prepared respectively by Rose Lee Hayden,

Stephen K. Bailey, and Richard Lambert and Robert E. Ward. Drawing

upon comments from the Members of the Government /Academic Interface
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Committee; Stephen K. Bailey prepared the final, draft,.with

the assistance of Rose; Lee,Hayden and Becky, OWens. As

Director of the International'Education Project of the

American Council on Education, he assumes responsibility for

thiS text.

It is ACE's hope that the report that follows will usefully

inform the deliberations of citizens, educators, and policy

makers in the months and years ahead. The matters considered

, are not trivial. They deal in fact with key issues of the

viability -- indeed -- the very survival of the human race.

STEPHEN K. BAILEY, Vice President
American Council on Education
and Director,' International
Education Project
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SUMMARY AND RECOVMENDATIONS

v

Twentieth century wars,-Pas well as dramatic tech-

nological and economic developments, have drawn the United

States into a web of global interdependence..

There are no signs that the American people, even if

they wanted to, could extricate themselves from these

foreign involvements. The quality and the "'very security

of their lives depend upon their capacity,to understand

and to negotiite with other nations. Nuclear threats,

energy shortages, commodity prices, food supplies, en?

vironmental pollution -- these are examples of issues'

that are simultaneously and inexorably both international

and domestic in nature.

Although some progress, has been made in increasing

public understanding of global interconnections, the

American educational system -- viewed in the large --

is woefully backward in helping to prepare the nation's

people for effective copingin a thoroughly interdependent

world. ,Unless this 'condition changes,,America will lack',

both informed leadership a active citizenry, capable

of negotiating thetroubled and dangerous waters of the

,futute`.iIt will aTho forego the cultural delights and

intellectuplopportunities that accompany interactions with

00009
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the best minds and, creative geniuseA of otheriparts of

the world. In this sense, all will live lives of diminished

1.

humanity.

I. Suggested Actions by the Federal Government`
a

1. Title VI (Language-and-Area Centetb, graduate training

fellowships, and related prOgrams) of, the National Defense Edimar

tion Act should'be reauthoriied at present levels ($75 million),

but half of the authorization should be designated for support of

scholarly and professional development at the collegiate and

university level (see Recommendations A,'page 26; H, page 31; J,

page 37; L, page 38; M, page 38; N, PaW.39; P, page -42'; S, page
,'"

0; T, page 45; and U, page 470 nethe other half for a new,and

1
separate "Citizen Education" prog am focused on extending and imr

proving general citizen awareness of America's global relation

(see Recommendations B, page 27; H,rpage 31; and I, page 34).

2. Relevant federal agencies should stimulate a, far greater

and more creative use of excess foreign cuffency funds for the

development of teaching materials and 'appropriate educational

exchange arrangements. (See Recommendations C, page 284'and P,

page 42).
1

3. A portion of the t tal-dollar amount of all federal

government contracts and grants to universities and colleges

for activities Involving.global perspectives should be made

RC)010
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available 'to the central administration tf colleges and

universities to,promote appropriate and effective lirikages

among discipifiles, professional'schools, specialized lib-

raries, problem-oriented institutes, and language-and-area

centers and-programs. (See Recommendation V, page 52).

4.'The President should ask relevant federal funding

agencies to examine their grant and contact portfolios and

procedures with an eye to increasing f t ke allsi,cations

designed to broaden the global perspecti es of college and

university faculty and students. (See Rec mmendation G, page 31):

5. The Department of State and the D partment of Health,

Education, and Welfare should underwrite the production of a

frequently up-dated directory that would alert thg scholarly

community to public, private and foreign sources of financial

aid for overseas research by American scholars. (See Recom-

mendation Z, page 64),

6. Congress should authorize a sum of $51:). million for

the support of, the United Nations University. Annualapprop-

riations toward the purpose should not exc

nor represent more than 25% of the total en

d $20 million -.

ent-fund contri-

butions of other nations. KSee Recommen tion W, page 57).

7. ongress should explore the d sirability of establish-

ing one or more quasi-independent oards or councils to serve

as non-governmental facilitato s between American college and

university communities and consortia, on the one hand, and the

educational institutions and governmental agencies of foreign
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countries, on'the ther. (See Recommendation X, page 58).

8. The,Interna ional Division-of the U.S. Office of

Education should report directly to the Assilgtant Secretary

yHealth, Education, and Welfare for Education, and should

assist the Assistant Secetary in effecting Executive branch.

coordination of federal international education program's.

(See Recommendation K, page 38).

9. The President should establish a Commission on Foreign

Language Training. (See Recommendation 0, page 42).

10. The Defense Language Institute and the.Foreign Service

Institute should explore with disciplinary associations and

academic professional societies possibilities for opening

and F.S.I. programs and facilities to a limited number of

highly qualified academic scholars and advanced graduate

students. (See Recommendation Q, page 43).

11.`The Library of Congress should aggist in the creation

of a permanent secretariat charged with the planning and

coordination, on both a national and a regional basis, of

the foreign-area and international holdingslof American

redeirch libraries. (See'Recommendation BB, page 67):

12. Research-library'support should be made available

as a part of the necessary overhead of all international

grants and contracts received by colleges and universities

or sub-units-thereof. (See ReCommendation CC,, page 68).'

13. Congress should fund adequately the National Program

for Acquisitions and Cataloging of Title II-C of fhe Higher
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Education Act of 1965, as well as the Mathine Readable

Cataloging Project of the Libraryof Cqfigress. (See Recom-

mendation DD, page 68).

II.'Suggested Actions by State Governments

1. State. legislatures and state education agdncies should

undertake program initiatives and should strengthen approp-

riations designed to increase the global sophistication 'of

those persons connected with or affected by state=vUppbr

educational institutions and programs. (See Itetommendat

D, page 28). .

III. Suggested Actions by Educational Institutions
.

1. Colleges and universities shaild'es,tablf'sh institu-
.

tional ancinsortial task forces, tdPexamine the adequacy of
4

curricular offerings and requirements, program facilities, and

'1

foreignstudent arrangements as these relate. to improving the

international aspects of postsecondary education. (See Rec-

commendation E, page 30).

2. Two- and four-year institutions of higher education

should cooperate with h other and With 'ifroximate secondary

-schools in designing course sequences related to global inter-

dePendence,that cut across grades 10-16. (See Recommendation

F, page 31).

3. Colleges and universities should expand computerized

and other sel/%-instructional language facilities and should

facilita5)interinStitutional v)operative programs for such

s

,

1.
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individualized study. (See Recommendation R, page 43).

IV. Suggested Actions by Private Foundations

1. The myriad small-:and medium-sized private founda-

tions of the nation shbuld underwrite international travel

&rats for scholars w promise or proven cl4edentials

survive the test of competitive applications, (See Recom-

mendation Y, page 63).

2. Major American foundations should establish an in-

creasing number of scholarly way-stations in selected over-

seas locatio s where American disciplinary scholars can

pursue schol rly activities. in conjunction with' colleagues

from other n tions. (See Recommendation AA, page 64).
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THE GLOBAL; SETTING

For the first 150 years of its existence, the United

. States of America was preoccupied with domestic growth and

internal tensions. Its population was largely European

in origin4 but following the Civil War its educational system

was designed~ in increasing measure to Americanize the polyglot

cultures of 19th and early-20th-centufy immigration. Until

the 1g408, the dominant motif of 4merica's foreign policy

was the stricture urged in Washington's Farewell Address

against "entangling alliances." World War I was deemed an

abberration, and its sorry aftermath was interpreted by most

Americans as confirmation of the isolationist wisdom of the

Founding at ers.

All this is now history.

The brief generation that followed 1941 has once and for

all destroyed America `s insularity.

V

--- World War II involved American military operations
in Avery tim -zone on the face of the globe;

- the atom bom ended a war, but initiated an era of

perpetual an world-wide anxiety and watchfulness;

--- the Korean nd Vietnamese wars were both local

;
civil wars nd- "international. wars" in Which
America was, deeply enmeshed;

- 1 -
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--- the United States is a leading partner in the
United Nations system which now include's scores
of new nations that have only r cently emerged
from the "chrysalises of colo alism,"'

jets and communications satellites have shrunk
4

the earth to the size of an orange, and facili-
tated both international sense and mischief;

r-- multinational corporations haVe stretched their
strands of influence around the world;

.--- American Presidents and secretaries of state
find themselves involved constantly in putting
out the tinder sparks of hostility around the

(brld;
-71- world finance has become a tangle of tensions

as inexorable international economic forces
have'ripped.,into national economic habits;

newleself7ponscious ethnic and racial groups
in.the United States have searched for identity
and digniVY through a rediscovery of distant
areas of origin;

- energy, environmental, population, incipient clima-
tic crises, and possibilities of nuclear blackmail,
have stimulated scholars, commentators,. and statesmen

sound apocalyptic alarms for the whole human race.

John Donne's:bell now tolls universally. The "One World"

seenprophetiallyby a few American statesmen*like Wilson and

Wilkie decades ago has now arrived with the suddenness and

ominousness of a clap of thunder.

The American educational system by and large has not adjusted

to this new reality. With stunning exceptions, America's schools,

colleges, universities, and professional and technical institutes -

-
1. .4..4*
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remain 'caught up in curricular and d g

3/

e requirementsAhat do

not reflect the urgencies of modern global coping. Furthermore,

a heightened vocationalism in a mass educational market may fell

be exacerbating the parochialisms of the'American educational

system.

And what we do not know can harm us. Unless something is

done to compensate for its educational anachronisms, the United

States may well lack the expert human resources needed to steer

American pdblic and private enterprises through the dangerous and

uncharted international waters that lie ahead. Equally serious,

this nation, may fail to develop the widespread popular 'under-

standing needed for the political acceptance of the difficult

-trade offs which are emerging as the necessary logic of our

living in a perpetual state of global interdependence. If

individuals do not recognize how dependent their fate and fortunes

are upon events in distant places, they will surely continue to

suffer as victims of those events. Even with increased awareness

of global interdependency, people must confropt the reality that

social causality is so complex; human fears and,passions gO41n-

temperate, ignora ce so pervasive, and the instruments of rational
4

therapy for the forld's ills so primitive that luck avwell as-
.

('

forethought wil t"be needed if humanity is,to escape intermittent

global'catastrophes of global proportions. Blinti,dependencd'upon

4
foftune decreases, however, as rationality'increases -- at least

this is the underlying ,faith of this report:*

00 017
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"WIRED TOGETHER"

a
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The need for Americans to appreciate the web of global

relationships has increased dramatically in recent years

As, Dean Gerbner has written, we now live in a society in which

...we are.wired together so tightly that a short-circuit can
.

fry us all." In recent decti world interdependenciesaffeet-

Jag all Americans have gone far beyond hereditaty and cultural

ties, or traditional diplodatic negotiations.a4distant mili-

tary confrontations, and have become operationally immediate.

They affect

--- the purity of our air and water

--- the heat in our homes and offices

- -- the price of sugar, coffee, and gasoline

- -.- the level of 'taxes

--- the size of our armed forces

--- levels of employment and :inflation

- -- the image and reality of our future

[

Similarly, how AMerica behaves can drastically affect

r 4 ;

[ commodity markets in Africa and South America, money markets

in London and Zurich, undmploYment in Japan and Germany,

'questions of life and death 'in Ehst, faMine in

South Asia, budgetallOcattans In Chindand the Soviet Union,1

and the stability of regimesip:Chile'.

P
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Yet the human resources, institutional mechanisms, and

N..tic understanding needed to adjust the endless dislocations

5/

0

Aising in the system are woefully limited. FOrmakinstru-

e
4htalities tend toward the ad hoc on tine one hand, Or are

dang ously hobbled by traditional sovereignties, protocols,
:!

and'tatel mentalities, on the other. In consequence, frenetic

personal diplomacy carries a larger burden than prudence could

possitoly dictate.

If Americans are to undeutand the impact of presenrand

i)+4

futuriglobal realities upon their own fortunes, and upon the

fortunes oftheir:fellow human beingS around the world,

if America is to have both leaders and followers capable of,

dealing effectively with these cbmplex matters, education fo

global relations must receive a new and sustained national

priority and support.

THE EFFORT TO DATE.,

It is not that nothing has been done, although much of the

progress made has not addressed directly many of the keidssues

of interdependence noted above. Wet has happened is that,

through local institutional efforts and through sponsored state

and federal programs over the past few decades, American colleges,

uhiversiies, andschools have substantially increase

00019



nation's stock of knowledge about little known areas and

cultures of the World. Consider the following items:

- -- Thirty years ago, American experts on
foreign areas could have been assembled
in a small conference room. A 1970-1971
survey reported 3,800 language-and-area
specialists in over 200 graduate-level
programs teaching nearly 9,000 courses
to over 65,000 graduate students of '-
whom'over 3,000 were training to be

,

specialists. Over 200,000 undergraduate
students were enrolled in foreign-area
courses.

- -- Language courses for these area programs
enrolled more than 90,000 students.

The 200 graduate programs surveyed'

granted nearly 4,000 M.A. and over
300 Ph.D. degrees in the period 1964-
1969. The number of all language-and-
area degrees rose from 1,466 in 1958-
59 to 5,185 in 1965-66, to 9,362 in 1970-
71.

--- By the 1970s, nearly Jo° technical assis-
tance projects, involving hundreds of
faculty members Around the globe were
being conducted by American colleges and
universities.

--- Over 130 college consortia presently exist
to serve program needs in international
education that individual institutions
cannot meet.

--- Approximately 700 American higher-edu-
cation programs send American students .

to study and work overseas, while 300
two-way exchange programs are in exis-
tence.

--- Presently, there some 200,000 foreign
students enrolled iit U.S. institutions of
post-secondary education.

00020
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American university libraries and other
research libraries have developed imr,
pressive hcildings: for example, 5.4
million voluthes'on East Asia; 500,000
volumes in Arabic, Turkish, and Persian.

Initiated in 1972, Phase II of NDEA Title
VI supports activities aimed at diffusing
.international knowledge more widely by
stimulating a variety of projects focused
on teacher training, materials development,
and curriculum building.

These are impressive accomplishments. American academic

parochialism has been significantly diminished. Few scholars
i 0

today would echo young.Santayana's descrip on of the non-

%
Western world as being made up of "intermi able ocean spaces,

4

Coconut islands, blameless Malays, and immense continents

swarming with Chinamen, polished and4ndustrioUs, obacene and
G

philosophical."

'THE'SHORTFALL

In spite of these efforts and accomplishments, 'however,

the gap between Jthenational need for globally-oriented citizens

and present reality is growing. Problems of interrelatedness

are increasing, while both public and pYivate support for, inter;

national' education is dwindling. The following facts arenoted,

not to belittle past efforts, but to document a, growing hiatus:
9

--- Only 3% of all undergraduate students, less
than 1% of the college-aged group in the

'

United States, have enrolled 'in any, courses
which deal specifically with international'
events or foreign peoples and cultures.

.

--- In 1973, -a Survey conducted by the American
Association bf Colleges of Teacher Education
revealed that barely 5%-of the teachers being
trained have any. exposure at,all to global'
content or perspedtives in,heir coursework.
.for teachercertifiCation.-

00021
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--- The current average newspaper coverage of
international events equals no morethaft-..
one half of one column of newsprint per /I

.day. Virtually none of the newspapers /

in the United States has foreign affairs/
reporters on the payroll full time. FeweT
than twenty -four have any staff specialiSts
in the area of foreign affairs.

--- Notable imbalances characterize the nature'
of expertise among American specialists on
overseas cultures and areas. Here are some
disquieting "for instances:" over 100
million persons speak each of these major
world languages: Arabic, Bengali, Chinese,
French, German, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swahili and
Urdu. The number of Americans expertly
trained in at least half of these l'anguages
is fewer than 50. Middle Eastern language
enrollments in U.S. colleges and uniiver-
sities total only about 1,300 per year. Only
a handful of these students become truly
'proficient in the language being studied.

--- Although impie ssive exceptions must be At-
knowledged, teleVision coverage of world
affairs is largely episodic, dramatic, and
transient. According'to a late 1973 UNESCO
survey of 100 countries, only between 1-2%
of the average television week on commercial
and public television in the United States
is devoted to international programs. This
wad the lowest average o4 any of the countries
surveyed.

--- In contrast to the Soviet Union where, for:*
example, 80 special schools in Moscow pro-
vide 10 years of intensive foreign language
instruction (for pupils aged 7-17)in addi-
tion to their regular curriculum,' foreign
language instruction in American schools
(already meager) is increasingly ignored.
Never has the per cent of, .enrollments in
modern foreign languages been above .27% .1
of total secondary school enrollment.
The highest per dent of total college en-
rollees, since 1960, was 17% in 1963. By

1972, the figure had dropped to 10%.

00022
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0
--- Despite our costly and debilitating war in

etnam, Vietnamese language enrol4Anents

in 1970 in U.S: colleges and universities

were appallingly low -- eighteen An all.
For all Southeast Asian language0i only
214 students were enrolled in '04. colleges
and universities.

- -- International specialists and43cholars are,
disturbingly absent in certainfields. In

a larger sample of approximately 5,600 area
experts surveyed in 1970, only'2.8% were in
the field of education; 3.7% in applied pro-
fessional fields; and 5.6% in all the various
fields which make up the humanities apart
from literature and history. More disturbing
perhaps, less than one-third of this national
cadre of "experts" was functionally fluent
in any foreign language, while 20% possessed
no language skills whatsoever.

Multinational business eaterprises.do one-half
trillion dollars of business and account for
fully one-seventh of the world's GNP. Growing

at a predent rate of 10%, by the year 2000,
one-half of the gross world product will pass
through the hands of the multinationals. This

monumental enterprise has-involved relatively
few language and area graduates. In 1970,

only 3% of those with training in international
education specialities were employed by business.

AN ADEQUATE RESPONSE

It is evident that there is a sizable gap between what has

.

been accomplished and what remains to be done in the field of

education for global intardependence.Aitthevery least, this nation

needs:

--- Political and governmental Leaders wise
about the rest of the world and,ppable
of tapping expert knOwledge. L

--- Professionals, educators-, and business,
.labor, agricultural, rand religious leaders

who can carry on informed, enlightened,
and successful transactions in a highly-
competitive and unstable world.

00023
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--- Scientists and intellectuals capable of working
collaboratiVely with foreign associates in-the
solution of mankind's pressing problems such is
energy, population, militarism, food, 'protection
of the environment, health -- the list is long.

Weli-informed and well-trained foreign-affairs
analysts for the media, so that the public is
not led astray in its assessment of global events.

--- Knowledgeable and talented intellectuals, scholars,
audwriters, who can study happenings abroad and
interpret these intelligently to the American
people and their leaders through books and
specialized journals.

--- A globally oriented citizenry -- both in and out
of school -- which'is adequately aware of its
relationship to the rest of the world, prepared
to support as well as.criticiZe the tough de-
cisions which leaders must make, and capable
of contributing to the necessary dialogues and
political actions of a functioning democracy
and an emerging world order.

These obvious needs appear at a time when rising domestic

tensions, failure in,Vietnam, disenchantment with the United

Nations, .disillusionment with foreign aid, neo-isplationism,

apathy, and diminishing economic and educational resources

chiracterize the present scene. While it is plausible that

just as Sputnik stimulated an era of growth in international

education; foreign control of crucial aspects of our energy

supply will lead to expanded suppoit for world-oriented studies,

little hard evidence exists to support this hypothesis.

es .
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4
Many segments of society share the responsibility for

the continuing discrepancy between, needs and, capabilities 7

in. the arena of world relations.

First of all, academics, for all of their important .

and positive contribution to this-nation's global under-

standing, have been slow to define their goals in inter-
.

national and intercultural studies. On the campuses them-

selves, there is not nearly enough collaboration among

departments, professional schools, problemroriented re-

search centers, and area programs. For example, in

large multi-versities, the barriers that exist among
7

ccampus units concerned with-language instruction,techai-

cal assistance, specialized library holdings, area studies,

,study abroad programs, K-12 teacher trainin,, and problem-

oriented studies (e.g. energy, population, food) in special's._

institutes and in the professional schools, are often formid-

able indeed.

Scholars' themselves are part of the problem. Whatever

the long-term payoffs for society of rigorous analytic methods,

the seductivity of the computer tends too frequently to

capture scholarly attention for the measurable rather than the

significant. There is a dearth of academic analysis, for

example, that is pettinent t63the needs df international negoti-

ators and policy- makers.

00026
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Facing tigh.4 budgets, Many-state legislatures'increasingly

\ -

*kik upon internationaleducation programs in public schools,

colleges, and-universities as ''frills."

The federal government has made substantial contributions

over the past twoor three decades to the developMent and.

extension of international eduCation. SOmething like two

dozen agencies presently administer scores of programs sup-

porting research; training; cultural and scholarly exchanges;

.curriculum development; area-and-language centers; trans-

nationaln problem-oriented team investigations; library acqui-

sitions, etc.

Much of this federal investment,, however, is unrelated

to the graying gap between world developments and general

public understanding, or to the education and training of

language-and-area as well as professional and problem- oriented

experts who must be available in substantial numbers to support,

or to constitute, America's international leadership cadre in

the decades ahead. The closest approximation to federal con.,

cern and support in these crucial areas has been Title V

the-National Defense Education Act of 1958 -- designed t
A

support language-mid-area studies and other international/

intercultural. programs essential to our national security.

. ., ,.. , , .0. ' Ja A . . . . . . . .4 J ... i, No
#..4,44, ..,...,,A. ..7 ../A. ...,ArgfVet+, ,.... ylOky,4,.

Despftettle fact that at no time'in-American'historyllave 1- .

w.At. ,

(
. r

our international,activities been more central to the

4
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national welfare or more salient 'to the welfare of others

than-they are at present', the Executive branch in recent

years haV been'insensitive to the need for adequate funding

for Title VI (only 20% or less of authorizations at best).

To the contrary, for several years the Administration attempted

to terminate the program, and only last-minute Congressional

action has kept it alive at all: The International.Education

Act of 1966, which was designed to provide substantial and

continuing federal Support fore education for international

interdependence, has never been funded by the Congress.

Whatever promise there is in recent increased support of inter-

national programs and research by the National Endowment for

the Humanities, the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary

Education, the National Science Foundation, and a few other

agencies, these dispersed and disparate programs have not given

". international education the kind of firm and continuing base

envisaged by the Internationai Education Act and explored

under Title VI of NDEA.

Private foundations have been partners in our recent

national inattention to international education, Of the
4

30,000 private foundations, in the U.S., 2,400 have assets

of more than $1,000,000: Combined they account for less

00027,
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than 5% of the support for international and intercultural

studies in American educational institutions. This is es-

pecially disquieting for, over the quarter century following

World War II, a few of the foundations were major sources of

funds for significant international and foreign studies ex-
,

periments. Since 1970, even this support from private philan-

thropy has dwindled substantially.

Here, then, is the problem before us. America,is now

inextricably involved. in global realities. This nation needs

wise and informed leaders and experts to guide her through

the troubled international waters of the years and decades

ahead. This nation also heeds a citizenry conscious of global

interrelationships and capable of questioning as well as o

supporting such leaders and experts. Reionses from various

quarters and sources have been substantial in recent decades,

but frighteningly shy of, the obvious and growing need.

There is a final point by way of introduction. We some-

times forget that our entire culture is derivative and eclectic

whatever original contributions Americans have made to human

advance. As recently as a generation ago, America profited

enormously from the intellectual and aesthetic contributions of

'exiles from totalitarian regimes. That particular in-migration

has now been reduced to a trickle. What immigrants, exiles,

and visitors have'traditionally brought to America's under-

standing of nature, art, and itself is incaPculable. Without

00028
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serious and sustained collaboration with intellectuals,

artists, and professional )? wprking within foreign tradi-

tions, the American culture would lose an essential yeast.

More sustained and'equitable exchanges between scientists,

scholars, artists, and professionals of our ova and other,

cultures can be expected in some areas to yield 'to new
§1

growth comparable to the earlier advancement of European

arts through their contacts with Arab and Asian learning,

and through their rediscovery of their ancient classical

heritage in the Renaissance.

Far from the least important justification for in-

creasing international collaboration is America's (in fact,

every nation's) need to transcend the self-limiting cultural

definitions of reality that hobble its intellectual and

aesthetic achievements and thereby curtail the total striving

of humankind for truth, beauty, and goodness.

00029
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THE NATIONAL NEED FOR PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING .

The attitudes and behaviors of two kinds of publics in

the United States substattially affect, this nation's capacity

to cope with global interrelationships:

--- the general citizenry

--- specialized political and economic interests
f .

The values and the perceptions of realitikif-the citizenry-- --,,,,....,...,..,...te

i.".

set effective limits, directly and indirectly, to the discretion 1

1

I

of foreign-policy makers. Such values and perceptions, in

addition, have vast long-range consequences for world peace, for

the quality of life'on the entire globe, and for human survival

itself.

It clearly makes a difference to the future of the human

race whether a majority-of pblitically influential citizens'

in Amer9a believes that '

--= the earth is endiessl resilient in the face of

resource exploitation and environmental insults, or is a fragile,

finite web whose resources and tolerances are limited;

--- the world is diyided into marring'camps of "good guys"

and "bad guys," or that mankind has defined numerous life styles

and that because two nations or cultures are at variance neither

need be wicked;

00030
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--- all foreigners are basically peculiar, orfundea77,

lying the estrangements (as;well as delights) of cultural

differences across the globe are COmmon'human needs and

poignancies.

America can make its way successfully. through the

tangleinternational thickets of.the future predominantly

through military and economic strength,"or whether such pro-

blems as the control of international brigandage and nuclear

threats; the viability and purity of ocean, air, and land

resources; an appropriatehalance between populations and

food; and a world-wide commercial sys.tem friendly to an im-'

pioved standard of living for the earth's majority are de-;

pendeni upon the cultivated consciences and collaborative

negotiating efforts of all nations and all peoples.

U.S. leadership in the world is no longer obvious or

-unchallenged. But America is stJJl a major power whose

influence causes impressive ripples across the seven seas.

In the long run, only an enlightened American public can

? insure enlightened American policies toward the rest'of the

world.

Within this general citizenry, however, are a series

of smaller "publics" whose interests and views are more ,

immediately influential in global affairs:

/

00031
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- American'legislators and other.public.officials;

18/

American members of multi-national corporations;

--- the leaders of industrial, labor, commercial, and

farm interests affectedbrforeign demand and competition;

j --- the spbkesmen of nationality, racial; and ethnic

groups attached by history, culture, language, and sentiment

,,to particular countries'and areas'of the world;

tourjsts and their agents;

religious itnd humanitarian aetiVitit8 engaged in

disaster relief, rood .distributions,AndChealth services;

-7- .jOurnaltsts-aiid commentators who report and interpret

global event's;

,

--- civil figures,committeeto'iniernatiOpal and inter-

cultural hosiitality'and uhderstanding;'

--- students and sdholareWho participate1n inter=
-

national educational exchanie'rograms.

If'these,attentive anespectaliLed publics lack information
3

about, and:a broad perspective toward, the complex nature of global
.

0

interrelationships, their own parochial interests -- and frequedtlY

their strategicposition in democratic politics -- can cause un-

told mischief and danger.

00032
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ROW -,!TritLICS " GAIN KNOWLEDGE: AfID UND ING

General and specialized publics learn what they know about

our stake in.other parts of the world from a variety of sources:

paren4t1 and family instruction;

- -- mass Media; ,

-Lc

religious education;

--- schools and colleges;

--- books, trade journals, and journals of opinion;

--- travel;

service clubs, trade unions, civic associations;

--- business and professions contacts;

- -- political leadership; an

--- national staffs of associations and lobbies.

, How the mind handles the igments of data and information
t

made available through these and other channels is a puzzlement.
,

Minds sort and rationaliie information according to emotional ,

as well as intellectual criteria. Perceiveji self-interest can

cause an importer, for example, to wish for lower tariffs; a

domestic producer to wish for higher tariffs. Cultural and

linguistic affinities can cause a will -to- believe or a Will-to-

disbelieve any particular i em of information. There is no

doctrine of individual or tional interest in global affairs

that can automatically u' ra nation or group around one

common public themeor p icy.
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The ba is problem of public understanding in world affairs

is net hme to make'all Americans agree on perceptions of reality

.
or On desirable foreign policies. The bathe challenge is to correct

A
,simplistic, emotional, and self-interest myopias by subjecting them,

through education as well as through political bargaining, to

riCh and consequence-ladeh insights and analyses. Far those

who find themselves participating actively in contacts with

other peoples, there is the further need to insure high levels

of cross-cultural empathy and negotiating skills.

More than formal institutions of higher education must be

L involved in these critical educative functions. But, surely,

'America's colleges and universities are key instruments in

-- developing an understanding of global interrelationships among

. both general and specialized publics.

HIGHER EDUCATION'S' CONTRIBUTIONS TO GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES
IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

A key point of leverage in increasing global understanding

is obviously our public and private elementary and secondary

schools CK-12). In the primary and secondary school years, the,

two chief ingredients in the process of extending world

sensitivity in public education are the teacher and instructional

materials. Without effective materials and without knowledgeable\

4,4 and enthusiastic teachers who cap help pupils to appreciate the

international dynamics of contemporary life, habits of thinking

, are allowed to develop among the young that are' dangerously

limited.

00034.
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The current situation is superficially promising. Many

states now require courses about foreim,cuiturea and-world

history and geography. But gill too often the instruction

is minimal. Instructional materials are often inadequate

or outdated. 'eachers'are frequently ill-prepared. Supporting

budgets and supervisory personnel are limited.

On the side of instructional personnel, over 1,000 American

institutions annually prepare some 250,000 teachers. Unhappily,

an appreciation of global interrelationships seems too often

to be given a very low priority. Only 5% of the quarter-illion

enrolled in teacher education receive any international or inter-

cultural training whatsoever. The lack is especially glaring

in smaller institutions, the private normal colleges preparing

teachers, and in the Southern and Mountain States. Lack of

financial support, competing domestic demand, a dearth of

qualified faculty, inadeqUate international and intercultural

materials -- all inhibit the rowth of teacher preparation for
.

global orientations.

Occasionally, international references are discovered in

fields of Social Foundations, Child Development or Educational

Psychology. But the chief access of the education major to

international and intercultural knowledge lies outside the college

of education aildinside what is typically termed General Education,

Language-and-Area Studies, and/or Liberal, Arts. Here, except,
p
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in the case of a tiny minority of highly inner-directed students,

world perspectives are cultivated by the luck of the draw. Most
,

course materials involving world orientations tend-to be-super-

ficial, and the material in one course does not build upon an

earlier one or lead logically to material lira subsequent course.

Future teachers who have teaching and 'study experiences 4

overseas are a very small fraction of the total number of teachers.

being certified each year in the United States. Furthermore,

of 891.such students teaching overseas in 1970-71, over 80% were

planning to teach in secondary schools., Thus,espite the

importance of reaching children before they form prejudices and

stereotypes,- there is little involvement of primary school teachers

in activities with a global component.

e.

Other facts are disturbing:

--- over half of the 362 in-service study tours conducted

for teachers in 1970-71 had Europe as-their destination. This

represents a serious imbalance. The crucial need is education

for "worldmindedness," not just for Nesternmindednessl"

--- 5% of all foreign students in the United States'are

currently enrolled in schools of education, but institutions

that consciously develop the foreign student as an academic

resource are rare;

--- 'institutional research funds devoted to the clever=

opment of international, orientations during childhood and

adolescende are slith to non-existent;

00036
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--- little effective sponsorship exists to extend the

pre-service and in-service training of K-12 teachers to

global concerns.

There are, of course, reasons for these inadequacies

and discontinuities. Some'stem from the long-term "Ameri-

canization" role of the American public schools. Some are

products of traditional educational structures that virtually

4-preclude fruitful conversations between or among levels of

education. Still others relate to the preoccupation of

college and university faculties with their own bailiwicks

of teachipg and.reiearch. Few centers exist on,or off

university campuses for ,the identification,-ordering and

dissemination of international and intercultural materials

appropriate to various grade levels.' Particularly,lacking

'are diffusion expediters who can act as effective brokers

between area and language specialists, on the one hand, and

school populations and the general public, on the other.

Finally, until recently, national teacher associations have

evidenced little interest ill global relations.

Only a minority of state education departments have

actively provided,catalytic and logistical services to school

systems interested in improving and enlarging the global

context of their curriculum. Activity at the state level has

focused on the development of curriculum guides and other

materialstin thesocial studies. Foreign language instruction

00037:
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has also ranked as a key area of state-level involvement. Teach-
.

er certification, a third critical target, IA an ambiguous

one in that formal requirements often impede the pore intelli-

,gent utilization of foreign experiences and personnel, and on

the whole, do not encourage the acquisition'oT International

4

skills and perspectives. On the bright side, however, by 1968

fewer states required that their teachers be AMerican citizens,

and,state-sponsored in-service programs concerned with inter-

national studies increased from 9 states in 1964 to 26 states

by 1968.

Several states.have taken the lead in providing inter-

national and intercultural programs to, local school'district\s.

Among these states are North Carolina, New York, Texas, Indi-

ana and Wisconsin. Activities include'the appointment of for-

eign consultants in non-Western areas to the State Depart-

ment of Education; statewide programs and conferences in

international education; agency-sponsored exchange programs;

agency support or encouragement of bilingual education pro-

grams; and state-sponsored community projects in world affairs.

The potential for greater cooperation on a regional basis

exists. Indeed, successful examples of such fruitful inter-

state collaboration include an eight-state project, Designing

Education for the Future (involving Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,

Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming), and a four-state

Regional International Education Project (involving Alabama,

Louisiana, Tennessee ;and Texas).
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Fortunately, signs of a new awareness and a new

concern are developing:

I
251

--- an increasing, proportion of NDEA Title ViAdontaY____

has been allocated in recent years for diffUsion activities

relatedpto 1;!-12;

--- an increasing volume of teacher-training and curii-

culum-development funds from both federal and state agencies-

have been targeted on global and intercultural issues;

--- recently funded bilingual and ethnic-heritage programs

are infusing cross-cultutal sensitivities into a number of

school systems across the country -- often with instructional

and materials-preparation assistance from college and univer

sity faculties and libraries;

--- the National Education Association is building its

Bicentennial thede around "A Declaration of Interdependence:P

Education for a Global Community" and is urging public and

membership support for this new programmatic emphasis. Among

the special events planned for the meeting will be the publi-

cation of a volume entitled Cardinal Principles of Education

for the 21st Century and Recommendations for a Global Curriculum.

In addition, an ongoing activity conducted byNEA is the Inter-

national Sabbatical Year which offers an overseas experience to

elementary and secondary school teachers.

'00039
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---.The American Federation of Teachers has recently

created. an International Affairs Department and is taking

an active interest in developing international education

programs for,its leaderd and membership, particularly pro-
/

grams which can further the aims and goals of teachers, and

trade unionists in non-totalitarian'countries. The AFT

encouraging the development Of curriculum materials 'dealing-

with international issues.

What might be done in the future is suggesteLby some

of the imaginative programs already in existence. (See,-

Appendix II-A.-) In order to build upon this progress to

:date,we,make four basic recommendations:

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Title VI of the National Defense Education Act should

be reauthorized at its present level ($75 million dollars).

Half of this authorization ($37.5 million) should be designated

for the support of the existing Title VI. Language-and-Area

f
Centers and Programs as well as National Defense Foreign -Area

Language Fellowships supported under this title and section

should be further strengthened, encouraged, and expanded by

significant increases in annual appropriations ($25 million in

FY 1.77; $37.5 million,by FY '80 --- up from die present totally

inadequate $14 million appropriation level).
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E. A new and separate section should be added to NDEA

Title VI --- erCitizen Education" section drawing language

and insights from the Preamble to the International Education

dt of 1966 and from bilingual and ethnic-heritage acts of

the,federal government. This new section should in part provide

federal funds for teacher training, teacher exchange, aad in-

structional materials preparation and dissemination, K -12,

specifically focused on extending and improving citizen awareness

of America's global relations. In order to assure decentralized

and locally determined curricular content, imants on funds

dedignated for these purposes should include way of example

state and local''affiliates of teacher association- :'d unions,

teacher centers, state education departments, intek ediate and

local education agendies,,as well as two- and fOur-ye r colleges

and universities and the outreach programs of Language-..d-Area

enters. The' total authorization for this new section f NDEA

Title VI should be equal to, but separate from, the authoriza-

tion of the existing Title VI: i.e. $37.5 million. Again,

appropriations in FY '77 should be $25 millionf and should move

by 1980 to the full level of au&orizatian.
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C. Following the example of the New York State Education

Department's use of excess foreign currency funds (See Appendix

II-A) to develop teaching materials related to South Asian peoples

and cultures, the U.S. Office of Education should encourage greater

and more creative use Of excess foreign currencies for the develop-,

meat of teaching materials and appropriate educational exchange

arra ements and the support of research in those countries where

exce s foreign currencies are available.

State legislatures and state education agencies should

undertake program initiatives and should strengthen appropriations

designed to increase the global sophistication of those persons

connected with or affected by state-supported educational insti-

tutions and programs.

POSTSECONDARY

Most of the generalizations about inadequate investments in

the world orientation of educationKrlazeidqually applicable to

postsecondary programs and institutions. A few particulars need,

however, to be underscored:

--- the vocationalism and local sponsorship of America's pro=

prietary schools and community colleges have a natural tendency

to push,global orientations to the periphery of instructional

concern;

--- the smorgasbord of current two- and four-year sodUrse

offerings in our 'colleges and universities, and the increased

flexibility of graduation requirements, tend to makeaternational

and intercultural academic exposure a matter of chandp rather than

design;
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- -- professionalism and specializatipn at the graduate

,level tend to ignore or downplay transnational and intercultural

concerns;

- -- few faculty at any level of postsecondary. education are

-given international and intercultural perspectiVes and esperignces

as a routine aspect of their professional training.

No magic wand will change all of this. Those concerned with

world-oriented education at the postsecondary level have been

aware for years of a series of inhibiting realities\beyond the
.

four general trends just noted. These realities include:

--- the structures of many colleges and universities

that sametimeSinhibit international curricular planning

across departments, among disciplinary and professional programs,

and between language-and-area centers and the'rest of the academic

enterprise;

--- the lackrationale beyond immediate institutional

self-interest for campue-based library holdings in iatern#tional,

intercultural, and foreign areas;

-7- the flight from language requirements;

--- the relative absence of.consortial arrangements, es-

pecially in metropolitan areas, for ooling limited international

and foreign studies resources for the benefit of all students

and faculties in a geographic region.

00043 .
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--- and most baSic of all, the lack of funds to- encourage

and support such developments.

Enough is happening experimentally to indicate the possi-

-bility of sound directions for the future -- if the opportunity

is taken to pursue them. Some of these experiments are included

in Appendix II-B.'

Once again, while these and other provocative and imaginative

de#elopments exist, they are few in nuMberand are all too often

at the-mercy of inadequate or uncertain funding and administrative

support.

RECOMMENDATIONS

El. Colleges and universities with federal or foundation

assistance where necessary, should establish institutional and

consortial task forces to examine the adequacy of curricular

requirements, program facilities, course and extra-curricular

offerings, and foreign- etudent activities as these relate to

the effective improvement of the international aspects of post-

secondary education. Existing "study-abroad" programs as well

as on-campus language programs should receive special attention,

and each task force, after careful review, Should be charged

with making concrete recommendations for improving the standards

and effectiveness of such programs.
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F. Two- and four-year colleges, especially those located

in metropolitan areas, should cooperate with each other and with

proximate secondary schools in designing courses related to global

interdependence that cut across grades 16-16. (The International

Baccalaureate [See Appendix II-B1 represents one useful model at

the 10th-14th grade level, but other models need to be created

or explored.)

G. Existing federal funding agencies, notably the National

Endowment for the Humanities, the National Foundation f6r the

*Arts, the National Science Foundation, the Fund for the Improve-

.

ment of Postsecondary Education, the National Institute of Edu-

cation, and the U.B. Office of Education should be asked by the

President of the United States to examine their grant and con-

tract portfolios and procedures to increase future allocations

designed to-broaden .the global perspectives of educators and

students at all levels, (See Appendix II-C for examples of cur-

rent federal agency activity.)

H. Funds should be made available under the existing and

proposed sections of Title VI of the reauthorized National Defense

Education Act_for the development of instructional materials and

for the devising of new or`-the improvement of existing programs

in global education at colleges and universities---two-year.and

four-year liberal arts colleges and technical and professional

schools. \
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REACHING ADULT CITIZENS

At their best, American television, radio, and the press

perform extraordinary educational services in the tangled forest

of world affairs for the bulk of our adtive9population that is

not in school: Extended news coverage of fast-breaking events,'

in-depth interpretations of important developments by expert panels

or by informed columnists and commentators, rich documentaries,

weekly or other periodic reviews giving a time perspective to

daily happenings -- these and, other techniques inform and educate

the public.

These important services are suplemeated in many large

American communities by the international and intercultural pro-
,.

grabs of service clubs, leagues of women voters, foreign policy_

or UN-oriented study groups,,by the globally-oriented outreach

of local educational institutions, and by sponsors of various

hospitality activities for visitors from other lands.

Unfortunately, for most adult citizens, auch items of inter-

national education either do not reach them, or appear in a frag-

mentary and impossibly_kaleidescopic.form. Few serious programs

dealing in depth with international issues have A significant

Neilsen rating._

Those who take encouragement from the foreign coverage of

, .

the, New York Times or the Washington Post should reflection the

fact noted earlier, in this essay -that the current average ne0s-
.

paper coverage of global events which is read by the general public

equals no more than one-half of one columac'of newsprint per day:
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Furthermore=, much. of the global news of greatest domestic

significance is extraordinarily complex and technical. Petro-

dollars, bal'apice of payments, M]RVS, GATT, and SALT-talks tend

to be the vocabulary of expert4, not easily translatable into

pellets of wisdom digestible on the run by the,average citizen.

That-an acceptable level of-world.understanding for a

numerous adult citizenry is not easy to formulate let alone

achieve qiould not deter concerted educators, media experts,

r
and political leaders. Everyone does not have to know all

about everything. The general public needs exposure by example

in depth to the unities, differences, and interdependencies

of the world. Selected publics need to beexposed to broader

world perspectives on what would otherwise be vested myopias.

4

In both cases,, a special, responsibility falls upon colleges

and universities -- in educating'tbe experts, the teachers, and

, .

the intellectual brokers who will ultimately educate the general

citizenry as well those specialized publics particularly involved

in world affairs.

Again,"a number of relevant exPeriments,have been underway

(See Appendix II-D).
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RECOMMENDATIONS'.

.I. Title VI funds under'the new sectioh should be
_ .

available for collaborative efforts between colleges and

universU.ies. oz the one hand, and community groups, media

services, and various educative instruments of public en-_

lightenmeat, on the other, to explore common grounds and

1
ahared.programs for up-grading citizen appreciation of

4

global interrelationships.

00648
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CHAPTER III

.

THE NATIONAL NEED FOR EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

In the treating of "experts" or "specialists" needed by .

this country to analyie and negotiate global relations, it is

important to acknowledge the, relativity of the terms. Obviously,

the nation needs a variety of levels.and kinds of advanced
3

sophistication about the rest of the world. America n eds both

expert "generalists" and expert "specialists."

Much expert knowledge and specialized wisdom ab ut-global

relations exists, of course, apart from college and university

campuses: in the foreigh services, in profit and not-for:profit

"think tanks," among the staffs of the mass media and of journals

of opinion, in multi-national business organizations, in inter-
,

national law firms, in religious and humanitarian organizations.'

in a very special sense, America's institutions of

higher education are major repositories of accumulated knowledge

and wisdom, and importantye4Isprings of new knowledge and

wisdom,'about other parts of the world. In large part, they

train the experts that operate in non-academic institutions

E

and environments.

- 35 -.
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In the context of global perspectives, there are vat

least four identifiable, if somewhat overlapping, groups

of "knowledgeables" to be found in American colleges and

universities -- groups that need constant cultivation and

support if America is to participate effectively in global

Arfarisin-th-e-yearsalrea-&--Th-etie groupdor clusters of

expertise are:

(1) Scholars proficient in selected languages and
knowledgeable about particular geographic areas;

, , (2) Scholars concerned with the structures and pro=
cesses.of international relations;

.

(3) Scholars,engaged in applied, action - oriented,
or problem-solving types of studies; and

(4).Disciplinary communicators.

A word of explication is due each category.

LANGUAGE- AND -AREA SPECIALISTS

Because of our unusual degree of physical isolatioh from

the qther major societies of both West and non-West, Americans haVe

traditionally neglected their national resources of language- and-

area expertise and have only,recently begun to face seriously

the problem of what should be done.

The needs are obvious. They have been ddscribed in previous

chapters.

Beyond the basic.responsibility,to respond to these needs,

language-and-area centers perform at least five other functions

of national value:

00450
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1

(1) Educating the language-and-area specialists of

the future. An adequate supply of well-trained language-

and-area specialists is essential.to the accomplishment

of national goals. The existing nafionai stock of compe-

tencies in this field, while adequate for immediate and

__________short7Lterm academic purposes, falls far short of the clearly

emerging needs of the domestic and global circumstances out-

lined in Chapters I and II. The practical question is, will

America wait until it ia literally in the midst of these

emerging crises; or will it act more prOvidently to prepare

for them nor? Since the lead time necessary for the production

'of competent area-and-language specialists ranges on the average

from 5.5 to 7.6 years of graduate work, the wisdom' of starting

early is evident. ,

RECOMMENDATIONS

J. Without additional authorization but with significant

increases in annual funding-is noted in Recommendation A, Title

VI of the National Defense Education Act should be the major

federal means of supporting language-and-area centers and pro-

.01

grams and their associated libraries throughout the United States.

' The numbers, locations,-and performance of such .centers and ,pro-

grams should,be subject to periodic review, btIttheprinciple
,

of a basic and long-term federal commitment to the support of this

type Of 'educational activity should be unequivocal.
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K. Because Qf its varied inter-Agency involvements,

and because of the importance of its activities to the

national interest, the International Division of the U.S.

Office of EducatipAL which administers Title VI of NDEA

as well as a portion of Fulbright-Bsys appropriations,

should report directly to the Office of the Assistant

Heeretary-of-Healthr-EducatIonand-Welfare for Education--

L. Closely related to support for language-and-area

centers add programs, and of equal importance, is the availa-

bility of Title, VI support-for,a competitive national system

of graduate training fellowships to support the cost of the

unusually prolonged and rigorous training essential to the

production of qualified language-and-area specialists,

M. Our professional schools of Business, Law, Education,

Public Health and Journalism in particular, through either

their teaching or the normal career activities of their

graduates, play an extraordinarily'critical role'in the

overall range of this country's international relations. Yet

the normal curricula of all of these schools pay only marginal

and minimal attention to _preparing their graduates to teach

*

about, comment pn, understand, or deal effectively with foreign
C.

peoples, languages, societies; or cultures. Title VI funds

should be made available to encourage and support these prod

fessional schools in an effort to provide selected students,

with more adequate training in foreign languages and areae.

i
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N. One of the more economical and efficient ways of

providing college-level training in international affairs_

on the expanded levels needed is to facilitate the retraining_

of a number of.existing and partially qualified faculty.

Title VI funds'should be made available for this purpose.

(2) Language Training. because of the fundamental and

unique importance of language training for those professionally

involved in either the teaching or the actual conduct it our

international affairs, the subject of a more adequate system of-

basic and advanced language training than presently exists merits

special attention.

Traditionally, this is 'a neglected problem at all levels

of the American educational system, especially where non7Utestern

languages are concerned. As a nation, the U.S. simply has t

been convinced that the mastery of foreign languages wap,of ch

importance for more than 4 very small segment of the population.

The massive abolition or curtailment of foreign language re-

quirements by American institutions of high education in the

late 1960s1960s and early 1970s has both reinforced,and exacerbated

thiStraditioaal attitude:' As a consequence, the U.S. it) pe-

culiarly ill- equipped to deal effectively with the linguistic.:

aspects of an increasingly interdependent world in which the

non - Western societies in particular are certain to play a more

prominent role.
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4

As indicated earlier on, even the averageiiingbagenand-area

expert is often inadequately prepared in the particular language

specialization. Both the language-and-area specialists and the
,

4icreasing nUmbers'of businessmen, professionals, civil servants,
.

and other academics who are finding knowledge of a foreign

tangtage either essential or highly advantageous for normal

' working purposes, need fir. more'extensive, diversifiedj_flexible,

.

and efficient modes of language instruction, than presently exist.'

Some of the mote pretsing needs

methods' of instruction that will insure greater fildency/,

in the spoken language-concerned; :

,--- greater attention, to particular' carter needs of

various' publics;

..'

art geared, to differing levalsof.linguistic aptitude
, 4

''
, ,

, :-
0

, intensity of eitu'dy on the students' part;
. ..

g . ,

0 , .

(

--- more individualized and flexible approaches that
4 -

and '..

--- and a.greater degree of- selectivity In regulating
1 .

. .

access t6 acceieratO or advanced language courses:

Ib is particUlarly'impottant tó, break with the historic
. ..

.

. , 0
, .

tendency in Arne can higher education to'restrictloreign-language

instruction to Ile ciaseicil'Western:FuroPean tongues: French,
. .

w ,)

German, Spanish, and Italian. It 4.s essentiaLto make more

t '

00954
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.:;readily available instruction in other major world languages

such as Russian, Japanese, Chinese;-and Arabic and, on a more

selective and restricted basis, instruction in a variety, of less

widely spoken but stilleimpgitant Western and non - Western

languages as well.

For certain advanced profes ional purposes (such'as the

ds of interpreterS, translators, and academics or civil

ervants specializing in particular foreign cultures r areas),

it shouldialso be recognized that the most efficient fray to

acquire true fluency in a foreign language is by a s stantial

period of study and"residence in an area where the anguage is

spoken. It is further the case that our present s stem of language

teachingis. conceiieci.4most exclusively in terms of a traditional"

student-clientele and is ill-suited to the needs of otherpotential

clients. There is also a need for improved tea ing and testing

materials and for better,adaptation and utiliz ion of available

technologies such as video-tape and the comput r to the needs of

language instruction, especially wherenon-We tern languages area

concerned.'

Finally, the present arrangements for p pviding advanced

langdage training, especially in non-,Weste languages, badly

need rationalization. They are too decentr lized, independent,

'and costly. Remedies are availabla.'and th should be assessed,

tei6d, and propagated.

A
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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1). Gwen the fundamental and uni4ge rdlp And signi4cance

of language traimizyg for an increasingly numerous and important

segment of the population, the time has come for the establish

ment of a Presideatial.Commission on Foreign Language Training.

Such a Commission should be charged with the conduct of a

systematic inquiry into the scope, adequacy, quality, and effec

tivehess of foreign language training and resources in the United

States and with the preparation of aformal public report of its

findings and recommendations. In order to insure a broad per

spective, Commission membership should include in roughly equal

proportions representatives of language teachers and linguists)

scholars or other professionals with foreign area specialities

outside the fields of language and literature; and employers and

.other users'of language skills.

'P. Under expanded appropriations for NDEA Title VI as out-.

lined in,RecoMmendation A, greater attention Should be paid to

the devising.of very intensive language training programs in several
1.

, .

differing time frames including,Summer Intensive Programs. These

,..
e

Nflpuid provide - instruction in such critical languages as
(

Chinese,. . X 4.
1

.,

.eSwahili' Arabic, Japanese, Portugdese, Russian and other majOr
?., 4

..,.. , t. .

.

4
1#ngt

1
igkeu in fordatformats better adapted tothe needs of serious students,

. i.
4 faculty and professionals. Excess foreign currencies should contaue-

.,
,

- to be utilized'and their availability .expanded for the purpose of

4

.
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ilntenApve traAnipp, c4,ticAl_lAnguAgepk. CliNg,CeRtez for.

Axah.t,c Studies Abroad) the American Institute for Indian

'Studies; the Inter-University Center for Japanese Language

Study, and the Inter - University Program for Chinese Language

Study provide examples of effective and on-going programs

of this type.)

The'Defense Language Institute and the Foreign

Service Institute should explore with disciplinary associa-

tions and academic professional societies possibilities for

opening their programa and facilities to a limited number of

highly qualified academic scholars and advanced graduate students.
I

R. Computerized and self-instructional methods of language

learning should be further 'developed and made more widely avail-

able. Interinstitutional cooperative programs of language in-

struction should be encouraged and expanded-in contexts where they

offer significant advantages in terms of quality or availability '

of teaching, espedially where the less common languages are con-

cerned.

There is a limited but Critical and increasing need,

shared by government, business, and academia for highly skilled
-

interpreters and translators of all major modern languages and

,

at least an extensive selection ot'the minor ones. This is a

4
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Profession that largely.oyerlooked by American higher educe-
.

tion, although. there are a 'nmmber of very successful European

models' which might be consulte4. We recommend that Title VI

funds be made available for the-encouragement and support of

'spacial programs for the production of a limited number of pro-
.

fessional interpreters antranslators by a selection of univer-
.

sities having the appropriate staff, library, and area resources.

(3) Sensitizing and assisting academic or other professional.

colleagues.

The modern social sciences -- particularly As_they relate

to such practical and problem-oriented fields as economic analysis

and planning, public administration, international organization,

aad economic, social, and political development -- are heavily '-

indebted to American. scholarship. In their research, they make

extensive and increasing use of data drawn from foreign contexts

and experience: In thar more applied,versions, the modern social

sciences have further provided much of the theoretical and metho-
c..

dological guidance for a great variety of technical, economic,

and soclo-political assistance projects conducted in overseas

settings.

Mbre often than not the'particular social scientists involved,

in these ventures have not had prior professional training in the

languages or cultures of the foreign areas with which they were

concerned. This has been especially the case where these areas

were non7Western. All too frequently the quality of the work of

00 0 58.
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such scholars has suffered seriously, sometimes 'fatally, as a,

esult of the.uhcritical employmeht of assumptions or methods

. based on American experience but which were really neither

0 -

relevant nor valid in that particular foreign environment.

It is an unreasonable expectation that most social scientists

using foreign.data,'involved in technical assistance, or other

applied projects abroad should bring a professional knowledge of

the language and culture to each of the many foreign settings

involved. There are simpler ways of coping with the probleM.
4

One of the most obvious and practice): is to associate trained

0 ,

language -and -area specialistsvith the project at appropriate

stages. An example; Stanford University's Arms Control and

Disarmament Program, is described in Appendix III - A.

'RECONEihDATIONS

T. Title VI funds should be made available to encourage and

facilitate the artici ation of limited numbers of lah ::e -and-

. 4

area specialists in"international research,'assistance, or'problem-

oriented Rrojects that'involve collaborative work between area

specialists and scholars orother professionals who lack such

(

training.

4 The three, foregoing responsibilities of foreign-area,

specialists, while-national ip their' importance, are discharged

largely.on the campuses of American colleges and universities.

ro
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There are other services that foreign-area Specialists can

and should perform that relate more directly to the effective

conduct of the nation's political, economic, and social poll.-

ciesjibroad. In this sense, the area-specific knowledge,

associations, and skills of America's academic.specialists

constitute a national resource of great and increasing value.'

Two services in particular come to mind.

(1) Discovering, analyzing, codifying, and making avail-
able new knowledge about the peoples, governments, economies,
and cultures of other parts of the world.

Ideally, sound knowledge should precede and inform both

policy-making and action ih either the public or'the private

sphere. In practice, this is all too frequently not the case.

The fault lies partially in theway that academics who write

in fields of potential interest to government or business define

their problems and present. their tindings, and partially with

the unfamiliarity of many potential public or private consumers

of academic research vis-avia what is available from academic-
,

sources and the.ways in which this could appropriately be put to

' use.

A more basic problem, however, is the inadequacy of the

amount and coverage of foreign-area research of potential public

or private utility beinedone.by American scholars.. Here, the

substantial difficulty) is financial. There are simply not enough

0
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QPPOrtunites for the Conduct of essential field research by

the country's foreign -area apecialists at either-the pro-'

feasiofial orthe doctdral disseriation'levels .Furthermore,

. many of the oversew' fellowship programs that do exist pro-

s

vide support only at unrealistically low levels.

(2) Raising new questions and proposing possible answers'
fot problems relating to specific foreign areas.

The creation of effective and mutually beneficial relations

BetWeen academics and public and private officials and interests

is complex yet properly defined, such relations can be very useful

0

to all Parties. For example, much of the progress achieved in
* .

-
.

the SALT arms control negotiations is attihutable to the researeh
.

and Findings of the joint Harvard -MIT Seminar on Arms Control and

Disarmament established initially in the late 1950s. Essential

to the success of such a relationship is the realization that one

should seldom consult scholars for tactical advice on day-to-day

issues of foreign political or economic policy. Their expettise

is normally adjusted to middle- or long-range levels and problems.

Official or private relations with foreign-area specialists should

be formulated in these terms.

RECOMMENDATIONS

U. The flow of new information, questions, and theories--
.

from foreign-area specialists to potential users in government

and the private sphere constitutes -an important and neglected

resource of substantial and continuing value. On the academic

0006f
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side this flow is basically a,functioti of the availability

of funds to support new research both at home and Abroad.

Federal funds should be made available for the support of

research or advanced training fellowships at the professional

and advanced graduate levels tenable either domestically or

abroad. The levels of support for such fellowships should

reflect the real costs inyolved and be adjustable for living and r

cUtrency differentials, etc.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SPECIALISTS*

There is a special breed of academic which concentrates

on the institutions and processes of international and inter-

cultural collaboration, rather than upon substantive problems

to be solved in specific countries or'areas. Some of these

specialists are found in Political ScienCe Departments; some in ,

Sociology and Anthropology; some in psychologically-oriented

Behavioral Sciendes; some in professional schools of public

'administration, public affairs,,and law; some in international

and comparative programs per se; some in independent "think tanks:"

Out of their studies come new insights into the nature of

transnational bargaining, negotiating, and conflict. resolution;
4

important speculations about principles of organization,and

communication that might facilitaterthe peaceful resolution of

International controversy; and essential perceptions into the

interdependence of domestic and,foreign policies the world around..

* The task forces did not examine in any depth issu4s specifically
related to this subsection on "International, Relations Specialists."
Given this fact, plus emerging initiatives ,ap outlined In the CODA,
page 69, nd,recommendations accompany this subsection.

.
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND PROBLEM-ORIENTED SPECIALISTS

Although distinctions between disciplinary (largely "con-

clusion-oriented") research and "inter-disciplinary" (largely

"action-oriented") research are bound to fray at the margins,

the two'categories'represent important and reasonably discrete

academic salients. They support one another.

Most federal support,for academic'research'activities Is

understandably problem- oriented, with increasing attention

to global perspectives. Most of this support is in the form
R

. of grants or contracts to individual scholars, universities,

or institutes which are asked to work on the:Solution of in-
.

tractable problems of humankind. Problems such as the popu-
,

'lation explosion, food production and distribution, and

commodity markets, involve AMericals.relationships 'particularly

to the less-de/yeloped countries. 'Other problems,involving.

energy, internationalkonetarystability, communications, and

transportation tend to focus on Americas relationships tb
INV

economically adiraneed or resource -rich nations. Some issues 7-

f t'

health, ocean-resource development; and atmospheric and-climatic

changes are truly global: In selected fields ofd great, domestic

oobsa
,
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.concern,to the United States (e.g. urban planning and housing,

-day-care centers, care of the aged, etc.) pioneering. work in

other nations can, of course, be a major contributor to this

nation's domestic progress.

There is no easy way of knowing wheiher, in an overall

sense, federal funds available to problem- oriented scholars

involved in international commitdents and concerns are adequate.

The amountidsubstahtial. On the other hand, -the problems are

prodigious and solutions are attenuated.' Here again, the

crucial issue is not the precise quantity of binding, but reliable

A

information about fields and projects to be funded, and appropriate
.

structural modes for carrying on problemrorientedstudies.

At the university level, appropriate organizational arrangements

415
for carrying out effective problem- oriented studies involve

condiderable, cbntinuing orchestration:

-r relating, disciplinary reward systems and necessary

individual-autonomies to the need for cross-dis-

ciplinaryaooperationon inherently complex and

multi-disciplinary problems;

-- adjusting the curricular content of most pro-

fessional schools and.prablem-oriented institutes

td accodmodate cross-cultural densitivities and

language competencies for professional:4 and tech-

nicians assigned overseas;

00064
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--piotecting:the professional advancement of those

scholars Who,- in their overseas work, are often

out -of -sight and. of of campus -based

promotion and tenure committees;

-n assuring that participation in overseas assistance.

projects yields tangible benefits to the campus

and staff involved and that institutional resources

and capabilities on U.S. campuses are enhanced rather

than diminished as a result of such activity;

-- ensuring adequate communications with, and services

to;overseas-oriented business, labor, agricultural,

governmental," and professional groups, in the larger

community.

THeseimportant concepts and adjustments will not emerge acci-

dentally. Acedemic,leadership at many levels must catalyze such

developments. Special responsibility rests at top leyels of aca-

demic administration -- particularly for program coordination

across disciplinary and professional boundaries. A growing number

of academic institutions have worked out solutions to these and

,related' problems. A few examples are noted in Appendix.III-B, but

far more\needs to be done.

00065
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RECOMMENDATIONS

V. A portion, of the total dollar amount of all govern-

ment contracts Or grants to universities and colleges for

problem - solving research -'and- service activities involving_

global perspectives should be made available to the central

administration.of colleges and universities and earmarked

to ensure appropriate and effective linkages among disciplines,

52/'

`professional schools, specialized libraries, problem- oriented

institutes, and language-an&area centers -- this in order

to ensure that4problems'and solUtions:ere designed conceptually

and affected operationally on as broad and interconnected

1

.

a base as possible.

Whatever structural and intellectual coherence is established

between and among problem-oriented American specialists concerned

with global issues, there are important reasons for improving

the intercultural milieu within which such Americans relate to

counterparts overseas. Noblesse oblige is no longer appreciated

or welcomed in most other parts of the world. The vehicle for

nose complete involvement in the global aspects of the various

professional disciplines increasingly must utilize communities

of scholars focused upon particular problem areas. Federal

agencies which sponsor transnational collaborative endeavors have

recognized this necessity, and are actively beginning to pursue

it aa.a modus vivendi.

00066
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A 'prime example is the Agency for International Development

(A/D), which in FY 1974 allocated $12,339,631 to research on and

evaluation of the process of economic development in less-developed

Countries; the factors affecting the relative sucdess and cost of

development activities; and the means, techniques and other aspects

,of, development assistance. The FY 1974 figure represents the

greatest expenditure among the federal agenCies for foreign affairs

research, but also reflects a $7 million drop in obligations from

FY 1973. The largest allocation offunds, $5,287,483, was desig-

nated fqr Institutional (211d) Grants to universities and colleges
41,,

for applied and basic research.

To a far greater extent, AID is now channeling funds into re:

search and deVelopment-type projects involving teams of experts

from a variety of U.S. institutions who work collegially with their'

deVeloping country counterparts on a spectrum of prOblem-Oriented

issues. AID has begun to provide more in the way of external-funding

for topping-off costs to those scholars Jose institutions have.

sufficient interest to 6y salaries and extend release time. Lastly,

rather than fund projects defined'solely by AID, the Agency haq.-

begun to direct its.funds toward fostering and enabling collaborative,

problem-solving activities as defined by scholars and practitimers

themselves,

To strengthen these new initiatives, Congress has incorpo-rated

,p new section into the Internatiqnal,Development and Food\Assistance
..,

'Act of 1975, the Act which provides authoriing funds for AID. Title

XII of the Act -- Fami

1

e Prevention and Freedom From Hunger -- repre-

sents a bold new approach to university participation in the solution
-,...

.0,
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of global.food and nutrition problems. Imoriantly, Title XII

would accord a stronger statutory role to U.S. universities in

assisting AID in the design and implementation of these programs

through the establishment of a new,permanent Boaid for International

Agricultural.Development. At least four of the seven Presidentially-
.

appointdd Board mgtbers would be frOm the academic community.

The new title seeks "to bring U.S. institutions into coopera-

tive efforts with agriCultural-insitutions ineeveloping nations,

and with regional and international agricultural centers. If en-

acted, Title XII.would support efforts to strengthen theaPabilities

of universities to assist in increasing the agricultural production

of developing dOUntries; institution-building programs for the

development of national and regional research and extension capa-

cities in developing countries; international agricultural research
0.4\

centers; contract research; and research program grants.
A

Congress is to be commended for understanding and acknowledging

the potential of'the transnational collaborative research expertise

residing within academe, and the applicability of such researh

toward alleviating the common problems of interdependency.

4 Yet although this title does establish a useful precedent

and a solid foundation for enlightened economic assistance policies

in an era of interdependence, transnational collaboratiqn is not

. ,a simple matter. Success is not axiomatic. As Americans have

learned over the past two decades, transnational collaboration is

inherently difficult:
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--- the Problem to be saltved,1Era
of knowledge and skills,,and
zational "boundaries" for oper
funding may not be coterminous

"'""'" the objectives of'the project

clearly stated or fully tinders
two or more national cultural.
volved, with mispqrceptions of
purpose and the use of the fin

vf -
=- - the prthciple investigators ma

not have,the time, experienc
sensitivity to s.oriduct tra

collaborative research;

55/.

ailable.pool
organi-

lona and

t not be
ood by-the
roups in-
both the
ings;

simply
r

onal/i

the administrative structure requited to
impose form, facilitate communications,
and capture results ,may be -lacking
whether by deiign,or'otission;'

--- there may be such,atitbalance-between,.
the lush Amexican,contribotions_in,
manpower, -money, ,and .motive that'Inter-
national "collaborative" elements` are
dwarfed; intimidated, and loSt;

0

'conversely, developing, nations_
hecome direct contractors with the U.S i
academic community) aireyerse-chauvinist
may ,emerge ih.Whia American participants
are.made,to-feel like junior partners

. "or are inadequately involved as colleagues
inthe.design,or deVelopment of research

. and assistance activities; and, .

--- there may be a lack of perspective that
viable research, etwOrks and global: con -,
muntties of scientists may be more im-
,portant'at times than,"solotions" to
instant problems.

.1
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,g4t the trAM-b0,- ansode of e4edeionstrated advAntages

1 . ..-..: 1..ot.transn4idn4 c011abOrafilie-reeardVard diamatic. First,
.

.

.
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'.(

f eeArch daldborative "transnational basis,
' - -

Ped4de.4'idgess%toerCO1tes';data, and facilities in foreign

e.dOntrieS 'that ,i,ay not be avaiiab e in any other way; second,

add - to or multiply the poOl of

know1 d40.df,a- subjett phenomenon, or process; third, in

* ..

4
...clualitativezterms,-it provides invaluable comparative experiende
. N'

.!
. . p

eithefieinfOrcing or eliminating conclusions that might be ,

biased by national culture; fourth, it helps to. build an inter-

' .
evidence that transnational collaborative research can provide

A ;

some 'economies in the upe of personnel, facilities, locations,"

7

*tiprial network of skilled ,individuals and established insti-
,

^tutions that are geared to collaborative research, a structdre

that can mobilize new prosjects; fifth, it helps to create better

.1

$ 41
perceptionscross cultural erceptions in research associates that will in-

.

creasingly strengthen their attitudes and tvaluations; sixth,

it can fatilitate better disSemination of the results, not merely

in the myltiplication of facilities for diffusion, but also in
c

the winning of confidence across cultural frontiers that will

. -

guarantee acceptance ofthe results; and, seventh, thereis some

and Aso forth, in obtaining comparable access, collection, and

analyses for more traditional research teams and single investigators.

'

014070
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And all these are in addition to the obviouS advantages of

sharing financial, respurces among many partiei for the solution'

of,inaistent transnational and global. probleins;

' Some illustrations.of.transnational research activity noted
.

.

in Appendix%III-C suggest the promise of the mode. '

Many problem-oriented centers are springing Up all over the

worlb in such fields as population, energy, food, and world ecology.

. ,

Some of these presently,permitOr encourage trandnatpnal,research

ollaboration, Of special,,iMportance in this connection is the

emergence of the United,ilations-Univereity with headqUirters ip
..

Tokyo., The United Nations UniVersitr;i0 designed-to OroMOte tXan

national collaborative researc on ma.jor'humaw,probleniS.,

Japanese governtent,has pej.ediied $1GQ:milliOn dol.l.ardiSfrn14.nItT.S1-
.

. .

endowment. Other nations are expected tO Make:Capital or Operatin
-,.

g rants to support theje4elopment of this world-Wide institution.

'RECCE14(ENDATIONS'

1..

..

V. 'Congiessahould'authorize a sum of 00:million44OIlarS
IT.T j .,

. , , ' '

for .the support Of: the United Nations_ University. %Annual .a.Ppro-.
,t, - ... .

''. .

priations shOuldllt exeeed $20 Million dollars for represent more

ehilli 25% of the total endoWthent fund contributions of othet nations.
.., .

.,
. .

t
... " . % .

.

'the Bureau of international'Organizationalitifairs of the 14quattaiit
.. . 1 ....' '.'.'. . t n ....

41.fSr-.~.-T should act As the J.J.S.-fiscal *gent fot.. tranaferring'
. . . .

these "sum's to` the JUrisaiOtionOrthe milted .Nations University:'
I

. , ,

i
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I. Building on a.onarterTcentury of development-sssietance

experience; the Congress' should review the still 'Uneasy cglla-
._ ..-

: boration among less - developed countries, American hid '

. :

.

prof
,

and - American academic and professibnarresources, and fashion
.41 ..

. new options and instruments of interrelationships. 'instead of '

a

7

relying solely upon traditional, agency and departmental arrange-

ments in Washington and in the field, one or more quasi-inaepelident.

boards,or councils shoUld be established (drawing nourishment'

,
perhaps from the example of RICHER and/or the InteruniVers10'

Council or the British Council ta.the United Kingdom)::-7--bogirda;

, ,
- : .

of councils that can serve as non=governtental facilitators '

between American colleges aAa'university communities and consortia;

on the one hand, and the eduoational institutions and government

, ,

agencies, of less-developgd countries, on the othei."(See,APpendiX

DISCIPLINARY SCHOLARS

Disciplinary studies 'remain at the Cot..e-'i:;f-the,h.Igher-7

ednation enterprise Zu the" arts itod'seiencea,':they Are ;the

academy's bastions of intellectUal standards and Oemation'S

nra or eel5ctgbs,*r research go d spAtilatiOn, The" of
. -

tattmAtely,etrakil.ns04 nourishes the

mote applied work in .PkofessiOnai in titlites

,

.:of .techtidfOgyi.; larger cout*,". disciplinary rAgOrs give.

:*.haned edge ta-the,datiori%inielIeCtual and poiftical leadef-

at
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,ship far beyOnd the halls of ivy. Coniequently, the condition:

. of disciplinary studieskin higher _education is a smatter of

national iillportince.

,-The ramifications .of transnational'and intercultural

contacts for the disciplinary excellenCe of American colleges

and universities are substantial. Most advanced specialists

in the disciplines of the arts and sciences are Members of

: invisible colleges of peers the world around. In his category,

for instance, are found the physicists or:economists who par-

ticipate unselfconsciously in many international activities

and have a wide network of corresponding colleagues throughout
. -

the world. Most disciplinary specialists'of,this kind are

concerned, in large Measure, with ..the advance of their dis-

ciplines, and are less interested in the specific countries to

which'heir fellow participants in the discourse belong. The,
4

heartening fact is
%

that in many international disciplinesi a

truly suPia-national science is in the process of development.

Aaercan scholarship has- as much.to,gain as to give in the
.

creation of this internatiOnal,scholarly :Community. Already
. .

,

.:4114Y of our universities are truly,coSmopolitan centers of

A

eWuniversties have directly encouraged the move-

ment oftlieir -faculties across national boundaries as a,-,"

conscious act "of institutional policy; too often the implicit

.;

:opo73..
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poliey'of most universities is that it-is the responsibility.

of the tindividual.to pay his awn way or to find external

resources for tripe abroad, whileftrips within the boundaries

of the United'States are legitimate professional expenses which
ti

may be reimbursed directly. In any event, college administra-

tors, state,legislators, and the United States Congress tend

far more frequently than is deserved to look at foreign trips

for faculty as pleasure junkets rather than as investments. in,

academic competence.

It is time that this prevailing assumption be challeiged,

and that universities, foundations, and various governmental

agencies and levels make certain that specific funds'are

available to encourage such linkages. Special attention, must

be given to the development of younger scholars who are often

out-pointed by established scholarsri the competition' for

,foreign travel grants and fellowships.,

4 addition to encouraging foreign-study opportunities

for United States disciplinary,specialistsc universities and

government agencied at home and abroad must begin to establish

or to extend facilities overseas where students,and scholars

from various nations can interact on matters of mutual intellec-

interest. Ths,American academic community can no longer

wait for foreip sChoiarsr their* publications to reach our

:shores intermitteptly-: Way 'stations must be,established where

scholars can meet on more neutral turf. A few specialized or 6
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1

general purpose centers, such as Salzburg and Villa Serbellond?

have already pioneered in such activities. The advancement

4

of this process,may be seen in the'establishment by a few

. American universities of their own overseas sites whiCh serve

as multinational conference eenters, or as temporary or lohg-
.

term facilities for faculty, needing an overseas basefor their

international and intercultural activities. Another pattern

involves,Americau universities sharing in the operatiod of

international universitiesisuch as 'that at DubrOvnik (Yugoslavia).
s

'Scientists, social scientists, and humanists who,'as

a patt of their 'disciplinary development, need access to foreign4
sites and resources prese tly have four or five pools of financial

. ,

support at'least theoretically available to them:

--- Institutional (i.e. campus-based) research

and sabbatical funds;

Fulbright -Hays Teaching and Research Fellow-

ships;
, -

--- Federal agencies like the National Science

Foundation,.th7:&tional Institute of Health,
Y

and the Natiodal Endowment for the HuManities

which provide funds for overseas trale,Lend

,living stipends for disciplinary scholars

if

,whose work necessitates such support;

) 00075
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- -- Privately administered and, privately' endoWed or

funded fellowship programs (e.g.'Social Sdience
, .-.

, . x
Research Council,...American "Council of lOarned ,

r, trp , ,. ...- 1

6 , societies, International Research and E4change

Hoard, Guggenheim Fellowships, FordFoundation

grants, etc.); and

- -- Fellowships made available by foreign governments'
,

:and private foundations.

This pluralism of financial sources is46aithy. The
e

. _ .
-

financial condition of most of these sources 'is not.- 1 4*-
.k.

Of these, the Fulbright -Hays program is one ofthe moth'

visible tu4 long-standing sources of support to individual

.

,..,,...,
_

.-

scholars, America, :nand foreign students, and teaehers. Over
.

, -'$.

t , .-

a 'period
,
"of thirty years, more:than100,000 Fulbright scholars

.

'.
. . .,

. .

studied in the United States or in one of the 110 participating
. .

, .
. . .__

,
ountries. Many Of them have become academic leaders, distin-

Iguished'public servants, and prominent Figiires in busineasl .
r

,

'science, communications, and the creativearta. A

Impressive as its contributions have been, th'e Fulbright

,,..program suffers from administrative complexities, and,. in view
- ,

,
of the proliferation of more lucrative international fellowship

. awards under other sponsorship, from increasingly inadequate
, ,

stipends for scholars. There is an emerging'need in thestent

A.

. A

4

00076
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aid teacher components of the Program for mote. effective
,

institutional linkages. The setting of new priotities

mult=be"aprime-target. Quality and long-term multiplier.

a
w

. .

effectt should be major considerations bf tedirgcted effort.
. le:: .1

.
w'''

. ' .Overall;.the global context of scholarly and professiOnal
-.,

eicchange has dtanged radically: Traditional modes andlifesterft
,

.

orientations are no longer defendible. Sustained and -elpinded,..

'

,

.
. , .4

,

Aiverseas educational'and culural.exchangps are indispensabfe '.
, .

. ,_
.

in an age where deveIopiaental, political, tdchnological,'and
--

. .
,

..,
,.

cultural phenomena'arelco#verging at a dizzying rate,, Ad- .

.r
. . ,

asseqsmentbipast..expetiende, positive and negaiive,lo, --,,'

, .,...

,

,

essential ifinternatiaal
1

edeciitia.haf exchange.ptograms i.. ';.

i . -

,,
, .

are to be xedsfil.gnedin, ;met!, fltVuria. -demands . ;
-

.

, .

. . , . s.
.

.-',
. . s .

41%dammEsiiioNs
,..,

..- ''... '. ' !. ..

'4,

t

4%
1 ow "

Y. The-private konndUtida' the nation,NespeCiaUV those

of SMall'aimi.boaium =give seec14). thought to-under,,-
-

w'rriting one ormotelniernitflotartraVellgrants for disciplinary'
. ,--

scholars Whose promIseipt práVen iredentials survive the teat4, , ` .. .
, i ,.. , . '.

Otempititive applications. -'Such support could provide a means

'.. i
, , - ;.. , '

of stopping and, even reversing travet-grant erosiOns"causedby

, -

inflation and cbmpetinkTriorities.

00077 l
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Z.. A related RroblR for overseas disciplinary research

" .

is the,absenceO4 clearinghouse mechanisms that chn -provide
, , . ,- - . .. .

, - - . .
*

.1'.

effective and timely information ts" 'disciplinary, scholars about
...

. . . O,
the various funding pOssibilities

O

for overseas research. It
. - , , .. /4 7,

:Pe

is recdthmended that a suitable instrumentality or instrumentalities
. . . ,,

be inthori4fidi tinder gran63:Or contracts, (to use U.S. Office of

''" .,, .

Education Dr Debrtienttof Otate funds) to produce an annual
" r :., --

. " .n. ,, . l
diregidry, up-dated cluar.terlcr, 'that'';.7duld'alert the scholarly

. ..-Y I. . . '
*community to.trsditionl and'neW public, private, and eyerseis

, - '.. ; : '..
P 0 ' ' , 0 ,

' sources offinansidl
i

aid
for

overseas disciplinary research.

. ' ut 4 / . 0 ...
w . AA. Major American: fondatto'ns stiould provide direct

t

. . ,

, ,,,,,. , . . ...' - -
.4' '

. . ,
I .

',,'. ,. 'and isceitive,. grairts to Aerican'universitis and td foreiin-
,. Z. s I

ly s

n

' '

'

it
, -

..

foundationt 4nd-goVernmentS to estdblidh an increasing number Of
,

.

..,. . ,... -' , .. .
. ,

.

. ..
o

..

-.

..scItiolhrtY Way stations in selected'overbeds.rocations'where.
.., . ,

.!..

libr00, archival, and other academic fesourCes'r& already avail-.
. ,,

.
. .

-able. or cAn'easily'be aggregated.' and wheie American SCholars can'.
, .- ' . ,.

pursua4J6-01.arUr 'activities:in conjunction with or'in proximity

Wpeertfrom Other nations, The Center_ for Advanced Study in

the-ffehavioral Seiendes'at Stanford,,CalifOrnia,and the Woodrow

1, ,

'14iISDn,Cehter for Tateraationki Scholar:4"in Washington, D. C.,

preeeiit examples of institutions whi&h,'if appropriately adapted,
, .. .

.

-

,couldserve.,as models for overseas, scholarly way Stations.
4

6.0078
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SPECIALIZED LIBRARY RESOURCES

65/

Experts and specialists'in all the categories noted in

this chapter share a common need:- adequate library facilities
4

.

of a, highly specialized type.* .

Decreasing budgets, inflation, institutional competition
,

for scarce materials, as well as-competing campus priorities

have contributed to an overall decline in the amount of funding'

available to build and sustain library resourtea for inter-'

national education.

. ,

Money, although the central constraint, i :not the Only

one. It is important to recognize that even atsthe height of the
k -

(

,affluent period in international education, there were deep-rooted
,

and unresolved problemd cOnfrontint libraries attempting to serve

programs in global and intercultural relations. In'their 144ye

to achieve prestige and excellence, universities and colleges

engaged in efforts that were unnecessarily competitive and dupli--

cative.

This luxury can no longer be afforded. There is a need

for a new approach at the, ational level to assure a more equitable

and systematit development of material resources, a more economic

allocation of specialized manpower, and,a more efficient delivery

of resediFh library services -- including adequate and accessible

data retrieval systems.

:* For more detailedinformation, the report of the Task Force ,

on Library and Information ResOurcea'of the International.

Education .project is available in monograph form. Its

title; Library Resources for International Education.

00079
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,
. l'he §roundwaik for '"A aatdonal, syst,em, exists and includes

.

such groupsa.si .,A,
.

1.

-- the national libraries

,

-- the Associ4ion of Research Libraries

. $ .1
.., .

-:- the Center 'for Research Libraries ,

,,-, ., 8

-- the National Commission.on.Lbraries and
,.,,,'

" Information Science

-

the COUncildn.Library Resources

--.the.office'of Science Informatiom.Service (OSIS)

*of the National Science Foundatidiii
e

Many of the ,elements of a, true national access system ;are

aviiiiab).fk.- The National Program for Acquisition and Cataloging

(NEAC) has dramitioally,increased the'amountof foreign scholarly

materials held,in this country. Computer technologies and elecr

.... . ..

tronie comMUoication of bib4iogr'aphicinquiriesbetween libraries,

are becoming more Widely used.

,''

An effectiye. national library system for international
.

.,

education would have 'p take into account these piimary issueet

,r- the reconsideratidn and more precise definition'
of resources-needed for present and future'scho-
laxly endeavors; ,

-, a systematic approaoh.to gcquiring shch4esources;

-- an organization to- index these sources%under
uniform bibliographiC authority an onventions;,,

--a coordinated SpproaCh,for allocatio wifh a; 'central
recor of the location of. each titl

00 080 .4
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a network of national, 'regional and specialized
satellite library facilities to provide geographic
balance and to assure substantive collections
across a wide range. of international areas and
topics.

a communication system to transmit requests and
exchange messages promptly;

a faster and more dependable delivery system than..
that now available through our traditional intern
library loan operation;

-- dramatic improvement in bibliographic control
(union lists, analytical guides, etc.);

improved assessmentof user needs and patterns
of actual use;

increased availability of training programs for
area-study and other library personnel; as well
as programs involving the international exchange
of professionals in the field;

ways to finance and facilitate the, movement of
langdage-and=area and other internationally-,
focused scholars to travel to,regional_ centers
and to the Library of Congress.for the "purpose
of pursuing advanced specialized research., .

RECOMMENDATIONS
0 ,

BB. In order to ovdrcome both excessive duplieation and

serious gaps, the Library of .Congress shourdtwork wi:th ielevant

agencies, associations, and institutions in creating a peimanent

Secretariat charged with the planning,and coordination on both,

a national and regional basis, ofthe foreign-area And inter-

'national holdings.of American research libraries. ,

0o081
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CC. Research-library support should be made available to-

colleges and universities as a part of'the necessary overhead

of all iniernational grants and contracts they receive.

DD. The National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging

(JOAO, which is authorize4 under Title II-C the Higher
,

Education -Act of 1965; should be funded at an adequate bevel

to assure that NPAC paY complete centralized cataloging coverage

as soon as possible., Bringing the Machine Readable Cataloguing m

Project $ARC) of the Library of Congress up fo a leVel Of,full

effectiveness is likewise a matter of high priority.

4

04.

o.
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t

0

. .

Education for global, relations cannot be exhaustively,'
.

covered in a bri port. We are especially conscious of

:the abaehce or cies of treatment in this essay of,the

'need, to design and encourage foreign affairs research programs
.

- .
-,. __

that bring scholars and practitioners of foreign-polici(intodin-
.

tellectually satisfying and productive relations. To deal

with this problem, the Interface Committee has recently esta-

blished a Task Force on Mid-Term Research for Fore Policy.

Other neglected areas include student policies and programs,

and student - exchange and campus-abroad activities fostered by
- 54

hundreds sf American collegeS'and universities and ably abetted

by The Institute for Intdrnational Education, African-American.

Institute, American Friends of the Middle East, Council. on Inter-

national Educational Exchange, NatiOnal Assdciation for Foreign

Student Affairs,
a

American Field Service, Boy Scouts,,etc:

r Edu ation for development assistance is another vast area of

nat nal and international eopeern too extensive and specialized

fo detailed treatment in a report of this kind. The troubled

'issue of how to relate the international spread of English as
4-

a second languagto ethnic - heritage,, bilingual, and general-
> ,

education-rationales for increased language study td:pur.4a6pls
..

,,,.. 4
4W

and colleges. needs more considered'attent on than fias been
.

( .
. (

'possible in. this brief essay.-,The-fask Force Report on Language
a

.J/'

00083
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Competencies, available in manuscr4pt through theIntenational

Education Pxoject of the American Council on Educatikis a

useful pOint of departure for those interestedin these larger

issues of language study.

Finally, even with these important omissions, nig repor

coders a substantial' area or national and international con rn.

Its ultimate'importance will not be in'the complete acceptance

and, implementation Of all of its recommendations and snggIstions,

but in the critical discussions it generates and the 'Creative

energies it catalyzes.
t.,

We urge,others to examine *ail4 explicate what we have either

ignored slighted.

0.00 8 4
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'GOVERNMENT/ACADEMIC INTERFACE COMMITTEE
ON INTERNATIONAL .STUDIES

Academic gepresefilation

Stephen K., Bailey, Chairman,
and Vice President,
American Council on Educa.M.on

Richard,Lambbrt,,Co-Ghairman,
and Director,
Language and Area Center for

South Asian Studies
University of Pennsylvania

Robert Ward, Director,
Center for Research in

International Studies
Stanford University

Leon Twarog, Director,
Language and Area Center for

Slavic-and,EaSt European
Studies

The Ohio State University

Carl Beck, Director,
Center for International Studies
University of Pittsburgh

Francis Hamblin, President;
"Lock Haven 'State College

Irwin Sanders; Director,
-Department of Sociology
Boston University

Gordon B. Turner, Vice Pres dent,
American Council of Learned

Societies

Richard Snyder, Director,
Mershon Center Tor Educational .

and National Security
The.OhioStte University

Fred Burke, o issioner,
Department o Education
State of New Jersey

72/.

Edmund Gullion,'Dean,
The FletCher School of Law
and Diplomacy

Tufts University

Ralph Smuckler, Dean,
'.,

International Studies and Programs
Michigan State University .

Elwin Svenson, Assistant Chancellor,
University of,California at
Loe'Angeles

. .

John McDonald, Executive Director,
Association of Research Libraries '' .

Government Representation

The Honorable John Richardson, Jr.
Assistant Secretary .of State
Buteau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs .

Department of State

Robert Kingston, Deputy Chairman,
-National Endowbent for the Humanitiei

Robert Leestma, Associate Commissioner
for Institutional Develoment and
International Education

U.S. Office of Education
Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, .

' .

Granville Austin
Office of Policy and Plans
Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs

4Department of State

Constantine Menges, Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Education

Department of Health, Education and
Welfare
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GOVERNMENT/ACADEMIC INTERFACE COMMITTEE, tontinue&

Government Representation, continued

Milton SilVa, Consultant,
National Institute of Education

E."(Ralmond Platig,Directdr,
dffici of External.Research
Bureau pf Intelligence and Research
Department pf State

Lowell Paige, Assistant Director"
for Education

National Science Foundation,

Lawrence Watt, Special Assistant
Secretary for International
Affairs

,Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare

Phillip Austin, Actidg Deputy to
the Assistant Secretary

Departmeneof Health, Education,
and Welfare

TASK FORCE ON THE DIFFUSION OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES'

Academic Representation

William D. CoplidDirector,
International Relations Program

, The Maxwell Schdol of Citizenship
and Public Affairs

Syratuse University

Ward Morehouse, Director,
Center for International apd

Comparative Studies,
State Education Department of

New, York,

Frank Klassen, Associate Dire tor,
American Association of Colle es

for Teacher Education'

Frederick Gaige, Vicel:Presi ent,
for Professional Develop m nt

Kansas City Regional Council
for Hi er-Education

a,

Government Representation

Richard T. Arndt, Director,
Youth, Student, and Special
Programs

'Bureau of Eddtatianal and
Cultural Affairl

Department of State

Government Representation, continued

John Carpenter, Chief,
'Ethnic Heritage Studies Branch
Division of International Education
U.S.,Office of Educati
Department of Health, Education,.

and Welfate

HOward H. Hines, Director,
Stientee

NationaIcience Foundation

Curt Barker, Special Assistant;
Bureau, for Technical Assistance

Agency for Interntional,Dvelopment

Roger Rosenblatt,4Direttar, /

Division oP Education,Programe . I

National Endawment fok the Humanities

Robert C. Suggs, Acting Chief,.
Language and Area Centers Research

Branch 0.

Division of International Education
U.S. Office of Educat;on
DePartment of Health; Education,

and Welfare
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TASK FORCE ON LANGUAGE

Academic Representation

Andre Paquette, Private'Consul-
.

tant,
AndrS' Paquette Associates

4ames,W. Gair, Associate
Professor of Linguistics,

Department of Modern Languages
4 and Linguistics

. Cornell University

Joseph A..Massey, Assistant
Professor °

Dartmouth C011egey

Government Representation

James R. Frith
A ,Foreign Service Institute

DepartMeetof $taie

Government Representation, continued

Jane IC Alden
Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs:

Department of State

Richard T. Thomfison,'Chief;
International Studies'Branch

:Division of International.EduCation
U.8. Office of Education
Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare

4

Joseph C. Hutchinson
Defense Language InStitute.

Harold C. Carinon
lavision of Education Programs.
National ,Endownient for the Humanities

TASK FORCE ON OVERSEAS'EXPERIENCE AND PROFESSIONAL SKILLS REINFORCEMENT
;'`'v

Government RepresentationAcademic ketiresentation

R. Bayl; Winder
Office'of the Dean of the Faculty

of Arts and Sciences
New York University ,

E. Gray Cowan, Dean,
Graduate School of Public Affairs

*-State Unitersiti of New York '

Daiiel Matuslewsii, Deputy
Director,.

Soviet Programs
International Research and
Exchanges Board

Stephen Blank txecutive Director,
Council for.Eu it Studies . Ag

John Cookson,
/

Fellowship Section
,

Division Q roreigh Studies'
Division c4'ternationil Education
U.S. Offi Education
Department of Health; Edudation,

\' and Welfare

Ral Vogel, S
Board o orei
Bureau/of Educational and Cultural
Af

Dep

.1

.

aff Director,
gthblarships
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TASK FORCE ON TRANSNATIONAL COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH

Academic Representation

. Chadwick Alger, Professor,
Political Science
The Ohio State University

Gordon Adams
Social Science Research Copncil.

Joseph Grunwald, Coordinator,
ECIEL Program
The Brookings Institute

Government Representation

'75/

Gerard J. Mazigone, Professor,
International Law and Organization
College of Marine Sciences
University(Of Delaware

Curt Barker-, Special Assistant, Donald M. Pitcairn, M.D., Special
Bureau for Technical,. Assistance 0 Assistant to the Director
Agency for International Development Fogarty International Getter

National Instlitute of Health

Bodo Bartioba, Director,
Office of ;International Programs
National Science Foundation

'William Emerson, Diiector,
pivision of Research Granti
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Appendix II-A - Elementary and Secondary Education

a

--- The Association for Childhood Education International
focuses much of its activities on the professional
development of teachers. It is a nonprofit member -
ship organization with over 40,000 members; supported
by'membership dues rd the sale of publications

The Association strives to improve the education of
children from infancy to early adolescence, and .to
raise the standard of preparation and encourage con-
tinued progassional growth of teachers.

A special project in international and intercultural
education,k"Neighbors Unlimited", has produced a
form for an "EleMentary Survey of the International--
Intercultural Dimensions of Your School" and evalua-
tive advice on its use. The Association publishes

ca variety of useful,materials,"including "Background

Books .on the World'for Teachers," "Books'an Cultural
Anthropology for Teachers, "Books on Teaching about'
'the World," and periodic "Resource Bulletins."

The Association organizes and'convenes conferences,
workshops and suMmer-study programs, provides a
service for foreign visitors, and maintains an
'information service, a, library and a retrieval

service.

--- The Charles F. Kettering Foundatioryoupports an
educational program known as the'Institute for
Development'of Educational Activities, Inc. (IDEA)

The objectives of IDEA are to encourage constructive
change in elementary and secondary schools.

,
.

Diffusion activitie.of IDEA 'Include "AStudy of
International/global EducatiOn" which is a bomponent

1973, this StUdy ms at: (1)/an in-depth
of a "Sr

ai
dy'of Schooling in tthe United Sates.4

Begun
analysis of international/global edycation as it is /

4taught, perceived,, and experienced in 72 elementary '

and secondary schools in the*United.States; (2) prep-
, aratiofi of exemplary models of practice in inter-
national/global education; (3) identification of gaps

.
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tetween,preptice aid the .exemplars; and '0) ,recom-
mendations to 'pdlicy:-,Makers on bow and what to
change in order to improve interliational/global.
eduhation in the sOhdols of theUnited States.
'In addition, IDEA has sponsored hon6rences, one.
in Zurich entitled-, "Global Education: Helping
Secondary Studentsynderstand International Issues."

--- Among other,programs, The New York State Education'
Department supports a Center for International
Programs and Comparative Studies.

Objectives ofthe program are to strengthen oppor-
tunities and resources for international and com-
"parative'studies in the-schools, colleges; and ,

universities of Nei/ York State. With program
4htivities in fields such as intercultural rela-
tions, conflict resolution and international
cooperation, the Center gives special attention
to the non-European-regions of the world; and
their relationshipto significant aspects,, of
American society. 'The Center isalso engaged in
developing knowledge about foreign' educational
Systems,and in assisting other divisions of the
State Education Department in furthering thpir own
international activities.

t

Publications of the Center'include il\monthly news-
', letter, Intercultural Studies Information Service,

and a cooperative disseminationtpublication program, '
Learning Resources' ternational-St4dies- The
Center and the.Coun:ftr Intercultural Studies
and,Programs jointly, sponsor the Foreign Area
Materials Center in'New York City, which prepares
/and,distributes materials on foreign areas, primari-
ly for 'hse in undergtaduate teaching. An Educa-..

tional ,Resources Center in New' Delhi, India,-prePares
materials about Ihdia for American schools and '

colleges, and arranges programs for American teachers
and fadulty members: The Center also runs in-service
institutes and conferences for elementary and second-
ary school teachers,'seminars for college faculty
members,. and programs for undergraduate study of
neglected languages.

00092
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--- The U,S.' Office of Education, under the auspices
of its Di4ision of International Education spon-
..

sors a Group Projects Abroad Program under which
groups-of teachers travel for two to three months
of study in countries in, which the United States

. has excess currency accounts.

The U.S. Office of EducatiOn also has a'Curricuium
COnsultaht-Program which provides educational in-
stitutions with an opportunity to bring educators
from other countries to 'the United States to teach

. and work with teachers on the'development.of nter-
.
national studies curricula.

Under the auspices of NDEA''Title VI, language-and-
area centers and programs sponsored by the U.S.

.Office of Education are instructed to include dif-
fusion activities as one component to their work.
Centers have sponsored id-service workshops,
materials development, anda wide range of other
diffusion activities ... -

In addition, the U.S. Officeof.Education sponsors
a program aimed at infusing international content
into the curricula of those institutions particular-
ly concerned with the training of teachirs. ,Since

this program is primarily focused on the first two
years of higher education, it is also very concerned
with general education. in the community college

portion of the postsecondary education spectrum.

Programs which are problem-, issue-, or topic=
oriented'and that featurea comparative and inter-

, .

disciPlinary approach, to,transratioial matters of
common concern are yet anot4er example of innovative
initiatives sponsored by USOE's Division of Inter-

: ,national Education. These Studies, which may
include such topics as comparative urban and en-
vironmental studies, East-West relations, and
internationaltrade and business, are focused
primarily Upon the master's degree level.

e,
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Appendix Postsecondary. Education

. .

-4- TheUniversity of Michigan eonducid a Frtdect od *

Asian Studies in Education which uses voluntary
services and resources from area-studies programs >
and the School of Education to bring to'life the
Asian experience for Americans. Support comps
from grants-by the Nations Endowment for the
Humanities and the Center or4Japanese'Studies
which derives funding from the government of Japan.

A Resource Center gathers d evaluates educational
mat-rials on Asia, incl g audio-visual aids.
Learning packages on China expose the student to
the life of the Chinese people and encourage the
student to develop solutions to problems which the
Chinese system Is now experiencing; Consultation
services are provided, upon request, to elementary
ane secondary schools and to community and four-
year, institutions. Cohferencei, seminars and
summer workshops offer opportunities fpr in- service
training and faculty development. Twelve -week

courses are offered on methods and materials in
Chinese and Japanese studies Which assist teachers
in designing msprials,.visitingwith scholars of
the country, and working with other teachers in
simulation exercises.

--- As amember of the Great Lakes Colleges Association,
Earlham College at Richmond, Indiana, is able to
make available to its Students exploratory foreign
study opportunitieS. In addition tonormal language
instruction and academic programs under the,Col-

, lege's own supervision in France, England and
Germany/Austria, ptograms supervised by the GLCA
and its member colleges include study options in
the Middle East, Colombia, Scotland, India, Senegal
and Sierra Leone. Infaddition, Earlham fp 'the
agent college for a regularly conducted GLCA pro-
gram at Waieda University in Tokyo, Japan. The

A,
College conducts preparatory courses for students
in. this foreign-study program. East Asian studies
is conceived as an integral part of the College's

,Aiberallhrts program. Faculty members, a number of.
.them Japanese, teach courses in many disciplines
related to 'East Asian and Japanese life.
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In January, 1974, with the cooperation of the
Johnson Foundation, Earlham conveneda Conference
on JilianeseStudies in the Liberal Arts at the
Foundation's-Wingspread ConferenCe Center. This

led'to the establishMent of an fnstitute designed
to meet the needs .of humanists seeking to in- '

corporate, in present curricula; content. related
to East'Asian culture. 0

Unique among community colleges, the Fashion'
'Institute of Technolb services an industry
rather.than a geo phical area. It is organized
asaNpublic two ear college under the State
University o ew York and receives sponsorship ,

from the.citioi New York ,as well. Pour per cent
of its 2,000 full-time, day-school students come
from other countries.

1

Theeducation of foreign students is but one
aspect of F. I. T.'s role in the international
community.. The school supportstlaculty involve-
ment in dialogues spohsored by the State University
of NeW York Program of International Studiesnd .-

WorldAffairs, offers courses in international and'
area studies, and maintains a "Cosmopolitan Club"
'where foreign students host studente,fram many .

nations and cuitutes.
.

F. I. T. is directly involvede.with*official govern-
ment agencies and-business concernsthroughout the
world. For example, F. I. T. wasvinvited to -par-
ticipate to the,Ambrican Industries Fashion Pre
sentation in Moscow where students and faculty
spent the summer producing fashion shows for
Russian citizens.

Over the years, similar shows were organized in
Czechoslovakia and Poland as well. Currently;-

F. T., has undertaken a ptogram with the College
ofDistributive Trades in London, England in which
many of its students enroll. for a qemester of full,
time study. .

Requests for F. 11? T. -to undertake 'technical seals-
tance,projects are numerous. Pnder,the sponsorship
fAID, the school sent a team of experts to Central

0009,5
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e,

and, South America to-deCiierSte-the edUcatiCar., 74.*

of personnel needed forthe Oxtile and'eplisareI
. industry. Teams. have worked extensively on
Specific assignments in Mexico at the:4Eillcudia
de Corte y ConfecciOn in Queretaro, and with
,the National Chamber of.Commetce.in Monterrey.
Faculty and students have also workid
.ratively with other colleagues_in Japan, Eu °pet.,
and the Middle%East, There4is an active.
Alumni AesociAtion in Puerto Rico: Curren:IY4
one faculty member serves on an International' ;''
Fashion Committee which advises the_Israeli

.Ministry of Commerce and IndustrY.

--'- After several years of preliminary experimen -
tation, the Association of Colleges and
Uni/ersities for International -Iniercultural,
Studies, Inc. was incorporated in 1967'with
twelve member colleges. At present, membership
stands.at thirty-six) and is remarkably diverse.
Therem:etwo univexities, two junior Colleges,
one w s,,college, one men's collegS and a
Majority of four-year liberal arts 'colleges.
Geographically, they extend fiom Florida to
Nebraska, from New Orleans to Pennsylvania,
from Virginia to::-.Kansas.. Some are some.
are *nivel, some serve clientele from cities and
the countryside.

ACUIIS offers, its members htil-qplity leader-
ship in international ,education at reduced costs;
counsel in the internatignalizationidf the local
campus; assistance in bringing ssbolars mud . ,

lecturers to calopu6; financial Agsistance; re-
source pooling in foreign study and travel; off -
campus programs for student's; faculty and, student
exchange and research programs abroad; information
on teaching aids and curricular m#terials; aid in
prodddpion and publication pf scholarly works;
regional institutes, workshops and seminars;
maintejiance of liaison with governmental.agencies;
fund raising; and establishment of effective
working relationshipd, with colleges and universi -

____UaiLinmany_foreigncountiieR.
.

9
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Its activities include a student seminar in
India; a United Nations seminar; the maintenance
of an Institute of International Studies in
Graz, Austria; a year abroad program based in
Harlaxton Castle, Grantham, England; and semi-
nars for academic officers of ACUIIS colleges
in various strategic university centers in other
countries.

----The Consortium for International Studies Educa-
tion is an affiliate of the'International
Studies Association, which operates aa-an in-
stitutional network far developing, testing,
and disseminating innovative materials in the
field. The various activities undertaken by the
organization are designed: (1) to increase
general interest in pedagogical problems and the
value of new approaches to teaching in global
interrelationships; (2) to cultivate a body of
international studies instructors skilled in the
most advanced educational technology; (3) to pro-
mote the production of sets of materialsror learn-
ing packages which reflect these innovations and
which have a demonstrated utility; (4) to make
course modules available for widespread use in
international studies curricula; and (5) to
provide a continuing mechanism for reviewing
educational objectives and methodologies in the
field.

More than thirty institutions throughout the
United States belong to CISE, ranging from rge

universities tosmall liberal arts college and

to ,other consortia as well. In addition to the
CISE Learning Package Series,aimed at undergradu-
ate education, CISE publishes an Occasional Paper
Series which serves as a clearinghouse for newly
developed teaching exercises,andprovides an

outlet for educational research tftes and essays
on international studies education topics. CISE

also sponsors a summer institute' r ram, work-
shops at professional meetings, and d stribute4s-

'a bimonthly newsletter, Interchange.
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--- The Five-Year B.A. Program at Yale University,
founded in 1965 under a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation of New York, began as an experiment
designed to explore arrangements within and
beyond the college curriculum that would train
.people to educate themselves and to develop skills
and experienies not necessarily tied to specialist
or graduate t?elning.

Approximately a dozen students. are chosen as
fellows in the program each year ,from the sopho-
more class and given the opportunity to spend
12-15 months in a contrasting (normally non-
Western European) culture between their sophomore
and junior years. For those selected, the program
provides a small grant of $300 for travel and
health insurance. The students are expected to
find their own jobs overseas to provide mainte-'
nance while abroad. Among jobs that students have
found are managing a hospital in Gabon, social
work in a Peruvian slum, teaching new math to
teachers in Ethiopia, teaching English in Japan,
and distributing medical supplies to mission
stations'among Indian communities along the Amazon
River. Fellows are expected to write to the pro-
gram at Yale at regular intervals, and their

descriptive reports are circulated among all those
'overseas in a given year.

Upon return, students are expected to work out
their own cou see of study'at Yale. Some follow
academic progr m within a standard <disciplinary
majbr or an are -studies major. Those who are
interested in mo e breadth than standard discipli- '

nary or area majors offer have been helped to
esign special inter - disciplinary' programs. In
some cased, special tutorial courses have been
arranged, usually by the student themselves in
consultation with particular ins ructors.;

Anew institution, the Internati nal Baccalaureate;
makes Possible a challenging academic program pri-
marily for students up to the age of twenty, It is -

already being used experimentally in the United
States to bridge the gap between high schooland
college and to_provide opportunities for study
abroad under controlled conditions. ,
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For those who follow the full di dma,00urse of
eight subjects, the Interne Baccalaureate
Office is Geneva provides a to 1 examination
which has been recognized as an entry qualifica-
tion by all the major universit es oL North
America and Western Europe and as been widely
accepted throughout the rest o the world. In

the United States; holders of he diploma have
been granted a minimum of one ear's credit at,
such colleges as Harvard, Priiceton, Barnard-,
Michigan, and Stanford, and
been awarded two years' cred
and examination for the I.B.
duced in 1967 to meet the n
expanding mobile community
required to live outside'th
These children needed a co
gram for late adolescence
nized for entry by,the mos
ties in all the countries

jives might take ,them.

Building on the bade of
is not unrealistic to se
international network of
The I.B: 'would .enable pa

.share students, staff,
current'complexities of
tea. The Internationa
Geneva encourages thed
which would .facilitate
levels.

In the United States i
the 1.11-..curripaum nil

schools with Advanced.
leges with early,admi
eleventh grade, or in
where the teaching of
though physically loc
carried out in c&llab

Rocklatid Community C

serves as the Americ
I.B. program on this
on the basis of earl
open to entering fre
for Year of high 66
college.

creasingly, have
t. The program
were first intro-
dsof the rapidly
ose members are
it native country.
on educational pro-

hich Would be recog-.
selective naiversi-

0 which their future

isting I.B. schoOls, it
the development of an

affiliated institutions::,
ticipating schools to ,

d resources, without the
differing national sys-...
Baccalaureate office in

velopment of new courses'
his interchange at limy

. .

would aeempossible%hat
1.01 .be offered eittier'in,

lacement courses, in col-
sionCat.phe-end of'the
a combina640 of the two
the first year course, afh-
ted in the high schOol, is
ration'with i%college.

liege in Suffern, N:Y.,
n I.B. office, and offerd'its
basis, ,recruiting essentially
admissionsalthough also
hmen--thus combining the,seM-
ol with the freshman year of
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Appendix 11-C - Current Federal Agency Activity

-- The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEE)
is an independent federal agency which has a
mission to serve all areas and levels of human-
istic study in the United States. Consideration
of thelumanities, broadly defined, must be
central to all grant proposals. -Importantly,
the Endowment has a strong interest in improving
the teaching of the humanistic disciplines, and
in finding appropriate ways to open curricula
to non-Western studies and concepts,

In recent years the Endowment has emerged as a
significant source of support for international
education by funding several Major projects in
the international studies area. A variety of
grantrcategories, three of which are described

'below, exist to meet a range of different pro-
.

gram needs.

NEH's Project-Grants program is designed to
,promote-the'development andtesting-of ibagina-
tive.approaChes to humanities education; par-
ticuArly those which mayserveas models for
'other institutions.

A Project tivalit.Was recently made tor.tha-design
of strategies, to-strengthem-the undergraduate
teaching end':study74Asian phtAosophied and
religions: 'Another grant. was agaidel, for the

ci.0, production -sillicrofich-A.--, archive61South
.haian aft -for aVailability. in' the-United States

:0 -AS. a resource for 1410ents,.ingageH inadvanceC
_diuly-,.and teachers deiielopingcbursesi in the'-

,
- hlst9ry-cfAalan Aft:.: In another instances a

paivertrity was awarded a grant to research.snd.
t' defielop resources fOr.general eglucatibrial under-

...

". ataactialgcif,Hengali culture' ands tradition.

Another type of awird'offeted by the Endowment
is-the'PregramGrant,.WhiOh addeasals itself to
S'...inglaaapeot o,tapjlistitutiOhlihuinanitied

iculum. Por-exatOle; one college ,recently
received a Program Grant.to-suPport a program
,in Asian RegiparStddiesin.which.students

;-
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would concentrate on China, Japan, and India.
One of the.purposes of the program is to extend
offerings beyond literature into other aspects
of Asian culture; another is the re-training of
key faculty abfoad. 4

tow

The Development Grant awarded.by NEE is distin-
guished from a Program Grant in the scope of the
activity --in that the-Development Grant enc..om-,

passes the full range of instruction in the
humanities at an institution. For example, a
Development Grant vas awarded to a graduate
school of international relatibns to develop a
program which draws on the humanities to illus-
trate the cultural, historical and intellectual
forces which shape the ways in which societies
perceive themselves and their external interests.

In addition to these awards offered through the
Education Division, other grants are available
through the Division of Research and the Division'
of Fellowships and Stipends. -

The National Science Foundation (NSF), established
in 1950 as an agency of the Federal governtent,
has a mandate tQ prpmote the progress of science
by supporting basic research, enhancing manpower,
development, and facilitating scientific communi-
cation. The Foundation's activities include
research programs, education programs, facilities
programs,, science information programs, inter-
national cooperative scientific activities, and
others.

4

NSF retognizes the fact that science is not paro-
chial, and as such, cannot be perceived as the
domain.of any single nation-state. Thus in order
tb-ei4Ange and acquire knowledge, and to collabo-
rate on solving common problems, NSF's activities
have extended naturally into the international
sphere. The international aspect of the sciences
prevails throughout the National Science Foundation,
and involves research project support, research
application, science education and others.
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Support is available for international activi-
ties under the various programs administered
by NSF. For example, NSF supports social
science research relating to foreign areas
and international affairs through its Division
of Social Sciences. Under this rubric, re-
search on various peoples, social organiza-
tions, cultures and societies is supported, as
well as the scientific study of.intetnational
affairs.

Directorates for Astronomical,.Earth and
Ocean Sciences, and Scientific, Technological
and international Affairs sponsor a variety of
programs of international importance as well.
Among these are such programs as international
Research Programs, international Cooperative,
Scientific Activities, Special Foreign Currency
Programs; and the Science-Information Service.
The Interruitional,Research Programs most rela-,
vent to the international education community
are the Polar ReseatCh Programs and the Inter-
national Decade of Ocean Exploration.

Through its International Cooperative Scientific
Activities, NSF encourages and supports U.S.
scientific participation in international science
programs and activities that promise maximum bene-
fit to the U.S. scientific effort. The program:
(1) fosters the interchange of information among
scientists in the U.S. and foreign countries;
(2) initiates and suppoits scientific activities
in connection with matters relating to inter-
national cooperation; (3) supports basic research
abroad (in special cases) as acsupplement to the
national research effort; and (4) provides support
to U.S: institutions for research conducted abroad.

The central purpose of NSF's Special Foreign Cur-
rency Program isto promote the'establishment.of
enduring collaborative efforts between scientists
and institutions of the United States and partici-
pating countries. These awards are in two cate-
goried: (1) grants for research, science education,

' .
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international travel, and visiting scientist
activities; and (2) cantracts for procurement
of scientific and technological information.

The international activities of the Science
Information Servl.ce pertain primarily to par-
ticipation in UNASCO and OECD information pro-
grams; payment ofynational dues and travel
assistance far U.S. specialists to attend key
meetings of international organizations; and
service as the focal point for participation
in various bilateral scientific exchanges.

In addition to the programs described above,
NSF conducts an array of fellowship programs
with international relevance, such as Graduate
Fellowships, NATO Fellowships in Science and
the Visiting Foreign Scholars 'Program.

-- Another Federal agency of interest to the inter-
nationaleducation community is the, Smithsonian
Institution. The Smithsonian, established by
Congress in 1846, administers various programs
.which are international in scope. Principal
among them are the Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars, the Special Foreign Currency
Program, and the International Exchange of
Scientific and Literary Publications and,Goivern-
ment Documents.

The Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars was established by Congress in 1968
for the purpose of "symbolizing and strengthen-
ing the world of learning and the world of
public affairs". Because of the expansive scope.
of its mandate, the Center awards fellowships
to distinguished men and women ftam the broadest
spectrum of fields. As m'anyfas forty scholars -
approximately half frog} the United States and
half from other countries - are selected yearly
to work at the Center. Emphasis is given to
studies designed to increase man's understanding
of significant international, governmental and
social problems and to.suggest methods of resolv-
ing such problems. There are three basic cate-
gories which attempt to embrace research on the

00103
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salient global prolwlems of the decades ahead:

Historial and Cultural Studies

Social and Political Studies

Resources, Environment, and later-
dependence Studies `

The range of,research possible under these
rubrics is evidenced by the fact that past
studies have included such topics as: a survey
of various ethnic policies practised by selec-
ted foreign countries; an assessment of the
appropriate U.S. level of international re-
sponsibilities in relation to thoie of other
countries vis-a-vis the "post- Vietnam" period;
generic growth and development studies of
transnational scope which correlate population,
resources, and technology to political stability;
and environmental studies relating to national
sovereignty versus international water rights.

The Smithsonian Institution's Special Foreign
Currency Program is unique in one respect: the
Smithsonian is the only administering agent of
excess foreign currency funds constrained by its
authorizing langiage to award these monies solely
to U.S. institutions. The Smithsonian is, however

"strongly supportive of U.S. institutions seeking
linkages and cooperative arrangements with appro-
priate institutions in the excess foreign currency
countries. Grants are awarded in the following
categories:

Archaeology and Related Disciplines;

Systematic and Environmental Biology;

Astrophysics and Earth Sciences; and

Museum Programs.

Finally, the Smithsonian also conducts a program
entitled Exchange of Scientific and Literary
Publications and Governmental Documents. The
principal objective of this program is to, provide,
through Federal funding, a means-for distributing
publications to other countries.

004.04
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The Fund for the ImproVement of Postsecondary
Education is a separate organizational entity
within the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare which has as its-basic purpose the ex-
tension of educational opportunities at the
postsecondary-level. Its mission is to improve
the effectiveness and quality of postsecondary
education as a whole. Assistance is given to
educational institutions and agencies for a
broad range of reform and innovation. The Fund
does not, however, award support to proposals
for basic research.

The Fund administers three program competitions:
the Comprehensive Program,_the Special Focus
Program, and the National Projects PrOgram.
Of these three; the Comprehensive Program is
the most relevant to international education.
Subsumed by this program, there are five broad
areas under which proposals may be submitted:
(1) new approaches to teaching and learning;
(2) implementing equal education opportunities;
(3) revitalizing institutional missions; (4) new
educational missions; and (5) encouraging an open
system.

e

International education proposals dealing with
missions to explore new means of increasing
student awareness of other nations and cultures
as an integral part of a liberal, technical or
professional curriculum receive serious condidera-
tion from the. Fund under point (4) above.

The Fund does not have a history of supporting
internationally-oriented proposals; but has only
recently revised its guidelines 'to clearly embraCe
proposals of this type. Despite the fact that
international/multicultural projects have now been
given explicit eligibility for consideration 'by
the Fund, the lack of funded projects of,this type
reflects to a great extent the lack of institutional
responsiveness to the stated purpose of the Fund-.
International/multicultural projects likely ti be
supported by the Fund would necessarily need to
demonstrate transferability to the larger universe
of postsecondary institutions, and integrality with
institutional goals and objectives.

..
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Appendix Adult Education

--- The public higher education institutions of
Massachusetts are making progress toward state-
Wide cooperation in international endeavors.
A conference on the "International Role of the
University in the 1970's" held in 1913 under
the joint sponsorship of the University of

'Massachusetts and the International Council for
Educational Development initiated this coopera-
tive effort: At the final plenary session,
conferees called for the establishment of two
committees to foster statewide cooperation.

The first committee, The Statewide Committee
on International Studies and Progtams, includes
equal meMhershipfrom the community and state
colleges, and the three campuses of the Uni-
versity, as well as the Southeastern Massachusetts
University. The committee concentrates' upon
international studies, study abroad, and foreign
student affairs. The second committee, the
Committee on the University as a Commonwealth

international Trade, Technology, and
Lab° ,1.0 comprised of representatives from la or,
iaduatr7, and international commerce in the
Commonwealth, representatives of the Universi
and various at -large members, such as the Dean
of the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.

The Statewide Committee on International Studies
and Programs lists among its accomplishments to
date; the following: a workshop at which some .

50 faculty, administrators-and students from all
three sectors of public higher education compared
notes on their overseas study offerings and better
ways to-serve all constituencies through-increased
cooperation; an inter-campus area- and - internation-
al- studies- exchange through which college faculty
may spend a sabbatical semester at the University
to up-grade their own skills, while advanced grad-
uate students from the University take over at
least a part of their teaching duties at the col-
lege; a quarterly newsletter which keeps the
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cooperating institution informed of current
news on international education; and recently,
cooperation in area-studies program.develop-
ment among the various state colleges.

The statewide committee relating to economic
concerns has examined the international balance
sheet of the Commonwealth with a view toward
stimulating more overseas marketing by
Massachusetts industry. The committee is also
attempting to define ways in which to attract
foreign investment into the state. Seminars
for the business and labor communities on
labor 'relatibp abroad and other current
developments overseas are'projected.

A creative example of quality television pro- ,
gramming directed toward children is "Big Blue
Marble". This series was first shown on
American networks in 1974, and was televised
in other countries in 1975. It is the first
world-wide television series for children, and
is shown on both educational and commercial
television stations without c..ercial inter-

_

ruption.

"Big Blue Marble" was created and produced as a
public _service -by-International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation. Addressing the 8-to-12
age group, the program is designed to encourage
intercultural awareness and appreciation in
children by showing how children in other lands
live, work, play and grow up.

At least three different Countries are featured
in each program. The format utilizes the con-
cept of the commonality of shared experiences.
All segments ate filmed on location. The pro-
'gram is interspersed with folk tales from

A -.different lands.

The goal of "Big Blue Marble" is to instill a
'sense of world-mindedness through expbsure to a
wide variety of disciplines and experiences.
These disciplines include! social studies,
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lite ature, language and linguistics, arts ,

and rafts, sports, games, recreation, science,
and career motivation. Behavioral concepts,
such akcooperation, conflict,,morality, and
interdependence are explqred 41:1 well

Teacher response to the program has'been so
enthusiastic that ITT is currently preparing
a series of audio-visual kits in three subject
areas: 'career awareness, literature, ,and- crafts.
The ki will include filmstrips, books, posters,
games riddles, and study'assignments. A pub-
li ion is also planned.,

--- Beginning in January, 19754 the first of nine-
) teen hour-long programs .on International affair&

was broadcast on public television. The series-
was made possible through funding contributed
principally. from the .German MSrshall Fund of the

S4inited States with additional money4rod-
,

Foundation,-the-inte"f=k6iiiaiin Foundation, and
--the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

-The-programs vary in format, but,all are hosted
by American journalist, Bill Moyers., Program
formats are adapted to suit the nature 'of the
topic which is being featured, and have included
interviews by Moyers of outstanding or, noted
international leaders; pictorial essays utilizing
film segients from foreign. television; and panel
discussions of topical issues such as food, popu-
lation, pollution, energy, etc.,, by individuals
of international stature.

Impetus for the program was pro ided by the pre-
viously noted 1973 UNESCO surve of 100 countries,
'which revealed that only 1-2% the average tele-
vision week on commercial and blic television 'in
the United States is-devoted t international pro-
gramming. ,Of this miniscule p rcentage, again,
the lowest average of ani of t e cOUntries sur-
veyed, the majority; of program were in the cate-
gory of "entertainment,".such s foreign films,

. rather than serious attempts t focus upon global
isades.
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--- Extension in International Affairs was established
as a separate section in the Uni-versity of Illinois

,Division of University"Extensioh in 1964.' It has
'provided biblio0Sphical materials, published con-
ference papers, furnished tape recordings, and pro- '

duced special radio Szoadcasta to Plinoid citizens.
In'1973, the instructional programs of the Division
of University Extension were transferred to the
campus levels and Extension in InternationalAffairh
became a pant of the-Office of Continuing Education'
and Public Service, University,of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.

Extension in International Affairs develops major
conferences on 'World affairs held an wally in com-
munities thrPughout Illinois. Interstitutional
cooperation between the University and local col-
leges and universities is an impOrtant feature of
these programs. Nearly 10,000 Illinois citizens
have partidipated in the annual conferences. Diplo-
mats representidg the United Nations and many for-
eign countries and faculty from the University of
Illinois and other colleges and universities have
contributed substantially to the, success of these
programs.. Recent conferences have focused upon such
topics as "The Arab- IsraeleConflict" and "Domestic
Pressures and tke4plaking Ot4oreign Policy in an

, Interdependent World."

One result of the conferences and other programs
conducted by Extension in International Affairs
has been the establishment of the Quad-Cities World
Affairs Council (1961), the World Affairs Council
of Northwestern Illinois (1971 in Rockford, and
the Peoria Area World Affairs Council.(1972). Each
council sponsors ongoing world affairs programs in
its community with Extension in Interhational
Affair laying a consulting role and local col-
"l'eges and universities providing substantial materi-:

4
.

al f r program development. Codtinueet support from
local industrial and business concerns helps to
,insure the future of these new organizations.
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Extension in International Affairs publishes a
quarterly Bulletin, which disseminates informs.- ,

tion on world affairs activities in Illinois to
educators and to businessmen and community
leaders throughout the state.

For civic and professional organizations through- ,-
out Illinois, Extension in International Affairs
has established a Speakers' Service which includes
recognized authorities on approximately 155 wide-
ranging topics related to area studies'and world
affairs, including the timely issues concerning
United States foreign relations and trade policies.

--- The Great-Decisions Program of the Foreign Policy
Association serves as an important tool for focus-
ing public attention on critical foreign-policy
questions. .Great Decisions is an annual program
in which nationwide discussion groups form the
basis for materials subsequently published and
distributed to schools and adult groups.

Eight separate issues are choseh yearly as topics
for the discussionugroups by the Foreign Policy
Association. Discussion of each designated issue
is impartially recorded by the Association, which
compiled each debate into a separate book. In

addition to the debate, the books contain an
opinion ballo. t so that each group utilizing the

'materials may independently examine the topic and
draw a consensus amonglts constituents. The
ballot, in turn, may thehibe submitted to rele-
vant policy-maker4 as an expression of the group's
considered viewpoint on a given issue.

As it is constructed,. theGreat Decisions Program
is designed to encourage study and discussion of
current foreign policy issues. Thus it promotes
and stimulates the independent examination and
formulation of opinions.

r y
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--- Twelve Nieman Fellowships are awarded annually
at Harvard University to newspaper men and
women. The purpose of the Fellowships is to
provide a mid-caieer opportunity for journal-
ists to study and to broaden their.intellectual
horizons. The typical Nieman plan of study
combines general education with concentration

in one or two fields.

Applicants must have at least three (preferably
five to ten) years of newspaper experience, and
be less than forty years of age. Fellows may
not be degree candidates and receive no formal
credit for studies. Each applicant must obtain
a leave of absence for one year from his employer
to whom he must return upon completion of the
year, and must refrain from professiYonal writing

throughout the year.

Income from the Nieman Endowment supports Fellows
from the United States, who are free to study
in all the schools and departments of the
University, graduate and undergraduate. In

addition, the program also includes about six
Associate Nieman Fellows from foreign countries
each year.

--- In 1974, a new fellowship program was instituted

'by the Henry Luce Foundation to provide inter-
national exposure to a largely unserved segment
of the American public: American citizens
between the ages of 21 and 30 who already have
obtained at lease a bachelors degree. Each year

. fifteen persons with careers and professional
aspirations unrelated to Asian-Studies fields
are chosen for a full year of study, work, and
travel in the countries of East Asia. The "Luce
Scholars" are carefully selected from among a
variety of disciplines. The primaiy criterion
for selection is a clear potential for,future
accomplishment in the candidates' chosen career.
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The stated purp se of the fellowships is to
provide a nuMbe of future eaders with,
broadened insi is and seas tivities which
could have a s gnificant impact on America'8
future relations with Asia and upon the

'cultural and political de elopment in the
U.S. of enlightened polio es.

The Luce Scholars are n t formally enrolled
in any educational,inst tution abroad, nor
are they, given academi credit for their
participation in the p ogram Individual
internships and work Ludy arrangements are
developed for each L ce Scholar on the basis,
of career interests and preparation. For .

example, a lawyer ght be place as an intern
with the Malaysian Attorney Gene 1, a bi(46.,
gist with the Institute-of Biotroiical Me i-*
cine in,Indonesia, an artist in thestu of
a noted Japanese painter. In each cas the'

Asian colleague will serve as mentor and
counselor,during this period.

Since the individuals chosen will have had
little or no advance preparation for an in-
tensive, yeariong'experience in Asia, an
orientation program precedes departure.
Scholars spend" wo 'weeks in Washington, D. C.)
where they meet with Asian diplomats, journal-

,-ists, and scholars, as well as American
,

academic specialists and government officials
whb deal with Asian affairs. Once in Asia,
the Scholars take part in a.four7yeek graduate-,
level seminar on topics ranging from Asian
approaches to economic development totradi-
tions in.religion and the arts. One final
seminar is held in Asia. at the Conclusion of
the year to summarize and assess the'experi-
ences.
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APPENDIX III - OM THE NATIONAL NEED
FOR. KNOWLEDGE

endix III-A - e-and-Area S ecialists

The Stanford Univet ity for Arms Control and Dia-
armament, while als concerned with the more
general aspects of:lrdblems of arms control and
disarmament, has a special interest in the
Chinese and JapaieCe aspects thereof. The
Chinese People's Re dblic is the third greatest
of the present nuc ear powers. Japan has the
capacity, if not a present the desire, to
join the ranks ooh he major nuclear powers'
with unprecedented speed and efficiency. Yet
both states lie c, mpletely outside the purview
of the 'current a control negotiations.

The problems of I control and disarmament
=are complex and ghly technical. In reCogni-
`iion of this. / he rincipal participants in
the Stanford pro ect include specialists in
high energy phy cs, engineering, and biology,
as well as.inte ational relations and the
field.of "arms c ntrol and 'disarmament. Equally
involved,-however;'are a number of outstanding
specialists in Chinese and Japanese politics
drawn from the language-and-area component
of the Stanford faculty. The result is a

e most unusual academic joint venture,that links
the skills of physical, natural, and'vocial
scientists with those of area-trained discipli-
nary specialists in a manner well` calculated

to reinforce and multiply the professional
potency of the group as a whole.
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Appendix III-B - Multidisciplinary and Problem-
OrientedSpecialists

U.C.L.A.-has pioneered &the difficult task of
relating professional #hools to problem-oriented
area-studies progrTilas.iThe Latin American Center
at UCLA has designed and gotablished a campus-
wide Dean's Advisory"Committees for Latin American
Studies which function insight professional
schools and colleges whatle they serve to generate,
sustain and increase fealty interest and parti-
cipation in LatinAmerican area-and-language
training and research.

For close to a decade, UCLA has maintained an
active exchange program with the University of
Chile in which 361 persons from Chile and 200 UC
faculty and students have participated to date.
Other activities include a faculty Exchange
Program,with.the Institute Politecnico of Mexico,
a UCLA-Brazil Student Leader Seminar,,a Chilean
Law School Seminar and a development project in
the 'northeast of Brazil conducted by UCLA's
Schools of Engineering and Business Administra-
tion:. The University has maintained regional
centers in Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela and Brazil
for over ten years.'

Cooperation between the project-oriented pro-
fessional and the area, specialists in the social
sciences and humanities is aimed at making UCT
a resource base for the solution of theoretical
and practical problems of development.

The interdisciplinaryAlature of the Latin.Am scan
. Center channels specialists with Latin American
expertise into active curricular and service
activities in the public schools, K-12. In order
to locate experimentation in a receptive environ-
ment, the personnel of UCLA's University Elemen-
tary School have collaborated closely with the
Latin American Center. The Center also works with
the Los Angeles City Board of Education. Materials
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have been developed for the Sixth Grade currAn-
%

lum,, and needs - assessment surveys'have been
undertaken to measure parental and community
attitudes and expectations re: the redesign
of existing;social studies courses in the public bt.

schools.
- -\\

--- Twenty-seven businessm0 and goverjent officials
-from 22 developing nations in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America are participating in a six-week
work-study'tourse in Export Development and Pro-

, motion. The Course is being conducted by the
World Trade Institute in collaboration,with Pace
-University. The purpose of the course is to help
participants identify export opportunities in the
United States and world markets, and define
strategies for promoting their products Oroad.

The format consists of applied marketing -viprkshops
and formal lectures on international tradetopics.
Individual participants will make a seriesof
visits to selefted U.S companies engage 4 im-
porting, distribution and manufacturing. 't,' the

end of the program, each participant will he e
completed a detailed market study, with recoel-
mendations for an export, plan which may be is le-
mented in his own county}

The Export Development and Promotion program s

been presented by the World Trade Institute three
times previously. Many of the participants attend
through grants from the United States Agency for
International Development (AID), which has desig-

. .nated the World Trade Institute as its profession-
al training center for the development of export .

programs for emerging nations.

--- The International and Development Education Pro-
gram at the University of Pittsburgh (IYEP) empha-
sizes a graduate curriculum designed for U.S. and

, foreign students who wish to pursue careers in the
study of education and docial change inithe United

it
States or abroad. The multi-disciplinary progfams '

Nf offered explore education and its relation toeco-
nomic, political, and social change in the develop-
ing nations of Latin America, Asia, Africa, and in
the poorer urban and. rural areas of the United States.
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IDEP faculty and students work together in classes,
seminars, individual study programs, and outside
the formal classroom'on field.research projects,
internship with planning or action agencies, school
surveys, and On articles and monographs for publi:-
cation. Emphasis is placed on individualized pro-
grams for'graduate students which actively utilize
resources throughout the University of Pittsburgh,
its urban environment, and, whenever possible,'at
the international level. ,

The University Center for International Studies
(MIS) ddordinates these activities and supports.
special programs emphasizing area stuaiis, inter-
disciplinary research, and international service
projects. Interdisciplinary activities include
the Center for Latin American Studies, the Asian
Studies, Program, the Russian and Eastern European
Studies Program, the Comparative Communism Program
and the Advances Industrial Societie Program.

IDEP maintains a special documentatio center, the
IDEP Clearinghouse. It represents a major collec-
tion of ephemeral materials on educational develop-
ment, policy and planning throughout the world that
are not easily available in the U.S. Users of more
than 12,000 of these primary source materials are
persons within and without the University, includ-
ing international clientele. Initially established
to collect and disseminate information on educa-
tional planning and development activities in
developing countries, the Clearinghouse now in- ,

cludes information on the inner city, community
affairs, minority programs and related areas.
There is an interlibrary and an interinstitutional
exchange service, and a capacity to assist in the
recruitment of international students, exchange
professors and as the basis of special seminars.

In 1974, the UniVersity of San Francisco and the
Tokyo Broadcasting System (TBS) entered into a
joint venture which resulted in a USF.satellite
school in Tokyo initiated in SepteMber 1974. The
university has formed a partnership with the non-
profit education subsidiary of TBS, entitled.Toho
Gakuen, under which the College of Business Admini-
stration will staff and operate a program in busi-
ness for Japanese students. The school in Japan
will be called the University of San Francisco-Toho
Gakuen.
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Upon completion of the first two years of the
curriculum in Japan, the students will move
to San Francisco for the final two years of
college leading to a bachelor's degree in
business at the University of San Francisco.
By'1979, the University's Tokyo satellite is
expected to be matriculating 100 transfer
students per year.

The Agency for International Development contracts
with the Agricultural Research, Service of the
Department of Agriculture and with numbtrs of
other universities and other agencies to carry
out research in this country and abroad on agri-
cultural problems of the developing world. Illus-
ttative of this largerresearch effort is a program
partly supported by AID involving transnational
collaborative research at the University of
Nebraska.

Beginning in 1969 an international Winter Wheat
Performance network was established, which in
1974 involved collaborative research at 55 dif-
ferent locations in 35 countries. Seeking an
early identificatimof superior winter wheat
geno-typei and the improvementof nutritional
quality in various wheat production areas oLthe
world, the nursery research network involved at
least 60 agricultural scientists in genetics,
plant breeding, plant physiology, Agronomy, and
plant pathology. This, in turn, led to the-
exchange of wheat germplasip between these coun=
tries.

Additional funds would permit the nursery network
to fap its excellent resources and identify,-
furthet the interrelationships of soil, environ-
mental, and managerial factors that would achieve
high productivityin wheat varieties.

7
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Appendix III-C - Multidisciplinary and Problem- /

Oriented Specialists
( Transnational Research Activity)

--- In 1963, several major'economic research institu-
tions in Latin America joined forces in a common
research program, called the Program of Joint.
Studies on Latin American Economic Integration,
known as ECIEL, the acronym for its Spanish name,
Estudios Conjuntos sobre Integraci6n Economica
Latinoamericana. The program has been coordinated
bystaff members of the.Brookings Institution.

The major objective of the program has been to pre-
pare professionally competent and useful studies.
It has also strengthened the economics profession
in Latin America through cooperative effort and
support for the development of the participating
institutions. Since 1963, other research institu-
tions have joined ECIEL, and now twenty-one insti-
tutions from thirteen Latin American countries and '

the United States are participating in the program.

The program has been coordinated mainly through
seminars held twice a year and attended by the
principal researcher's from the participating insti-
tutions as well as invited observers from other
national and international organizations. Field
work and data collection have been done by the
individual ECIEL Institutes. The Brookings coordi-
natot is responsible for the international analyses
and the editing of_ publications.

The ECIEL program focuses on comparative empirical
research in 'economic integration and development.
It-has published one study= the costs and loca-
tion of industrialization in a Latin Atherican
common market and has four other studies under way.
Benefits accruing from ECIEL transnational collabo-
rative research have included:. liberal access to
data and unpublished materials; the acquisition of
specialized knowledge about foreign countries that

4 might be otherwise unavailable to American research-
ers; heightened ability'to make special investiga-
tions of population, household, and enterprise sur-
veys in a foreign country; widening of contacts to
local research and educational institutions with
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Project Link of the Social cience Research
Council (SSRC) is the product of an effort
initiated by SSRC in 1968 to forge links
between national econometric models and to
establish the framework far a world model by
integrating the research efforts of the
various Model-building groups. The planning
conference in 1968 included four American
economists as well as economists from Great
Britain, Canada, Japan, the Netherlands, and
Belgium.

For more than five years, University-of-
Pennsylvania-based Project Link has assembled-
dozens of economists from all over the world
for annual meetings in various national
centers. The purpose: 'to r port, compare
notes, and suggest improveme is in econometric
model-building.

Tangible results of the Proj ct include:
complete incorporation of th improved Bologna
Model for Italy, iniroduCtion\af the new
POMPOM Model fof France, and i troduction of
the Reserve Bank of Australia odel. In addi-

tion, most of the other models eve been up-

dated and revised.

The Project has a capability fo multi-year
simulation, faster convergence tp a world
simulation model, provision of r sults before
and after intepuitionaltlinkage, and Correc-
tion for programming errors. is now in a
form which can be taped and digtributed
throughout the world. Presently, the Link
system is being used simultaneously in several
different countries, and a,recent discussion
at Stockholm facilitated Further distribution`
of analytical materials.
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--- The Department of.Health, Education and Welfare:'
is Involved in numerous international activi-
ties, including many projects with a trans-
national collaborative component. The United
States-Japan Collaborative Medical Science
Program, anOunced at the end-of Prime Minister
Sato's visit to Washington in 1965, has been
particularly successful. It is an example of
an intergovernmental scientific relationship
intended primarily to benefit the people of ,

Asii, but which, in fact, provides data avail-
able and useful to the United States and other
nations of the world.

Only six disease categories were selected for
research. Within each of these the effort has
been limited to objectives where programs are
likely to produce large effects. There is an
equitable balance of inputs by the two nations:

The program's Success has been due partly to
the selection of pebple appropriate)to the task
of conceptualization, direction, and coordina-
tion of a multi-disciplinary research effort,
and to their identification of spec fic probleMS
under the general guidance of an e ert
tifipanel. lne of the strengths f the pro4,
gram has been the variety,of approa hes used by
Americans and Japanese dn their research which'

iprovided new insights and' complementary results.

--- During the past twenty-five..years,, the Agency for
.International Developmentand'its predecessor
agencies, in company with-otheraid donors and
theao-called "developing countries" have in-
vested,extenaively in the ddvelopment.of higher
education around the-world.

With the withdrawal of assistance at the conclu-
sion of the basic internal institution-building

. stage, the continued growth of these institutions
is jeopardized unless two important developments
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follow:. (1) they must become increasingly
effective institutions in their own nation's.

- growth and development; and (1) they must
become linked into the worldwide network of
scholarship which embraces research, teaching
and public servile.

New patterns and different styles of collabo-
ration between less developed countries (LDCs)

. and American higher education institutions must
be designed and tested in order to take full
advantage of the application of the extensive
experience of American colleges and universities
to national deVelopment problem-solving efforts
of the LDC, institutions. At the same time, there
is a growing need and desire in LDCs to have

-A access to opportunities for joint problem-solving -,

types of relationships and for other involvements
that help them to tap the experience and skills
in U.S. universities, to serve their own develop-
ment purposes.

This growth of congruent interests in finding
better wayt and means for continuing linkages ,

between American and LDC higher education insti-
tutions provides the basis for an AID Study Grant
exploring the establishment of a new entity en-
titled Association for International Cooperation
in Higher Education and Research (AICHER).

The purpose of the Study 'Grant is to enable
American higher education interests, officially
represented by the National Association of State
,Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC)
to explore and assess.alternative ways and mead
of helping LDC higher education institutions
develop the capability to become more effectively
involved in national developient with appropriate
attention to LDC/AID priorities. The field test-
ing and analysis relating to alternative courses
of action will be.done in the collaborative style
with LDCs'playing a prominent role.
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the study will focus,on the following key
subjects: '(a) bow LDC higher education
institutions can become more directlyland.
effectively involved in development; CO how
American higher education, through the estab-
lishment of enduring linkages, can strengthen
the.development problems in theif respective
countries; (c) an AID task force including
senior representatives ffom each Regional
Bureau, PPC, TAB and other Agency divisions.
It is not to exceed fifteen months in duration.

At the pragent time, speculations concerning
AID involvement in the establishment of an
association of the type proposed, its range
of activities, and levels of AID's financial
support are premature. Efforts are presently
underwayvto secure funding from private foun-
dations-as well as from U.S. andoreign
governmental sources.

4
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